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WITH NOW AND THEN A
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“ CAT

And this accounts, too. for the marked increase every year
in the demand for Remington-UMC Metallics.
Remingrton-UMC Metallics are made for every standard
make and for every calibre in use—rifle, pistol and revolver
Get them from the dealer who shows the 7?ed Bail JKari
o f Titmingion-UMC—the sign of Sportsmen's Headquarters.
T o keep your yun cleaned and lubricated right, uac Rem
Oil. tbe new powder solvent, rust preventative, and gun
lubricant.

Remington Anna-Union M etallic Cartridge Co.
New York

K E N N E B A G O ,

M A IN E

September fishing at Kennebago is the best to be had in Maine.
Grant’s Camps are located at and near the best fishing grounds. We
shall keep open during the hunting season. WTite us for reservations.
E D GRANT & SON CO.

1

Bald'Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on M ooselookm eguntic Lake. Near the best fishing1grounds. First class steam boat connections—A uto
road to camps—Telephone connections—T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r.,
Bald Mountain. Maine
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Edward Norris dropped dead at
the dinner and dance given by the
Whitefield Fish & Game association
at King’s Mills last week.
Mr.
Norris was apparently in the best of
health and enjoyed the dinner with
Mrs. Norris.

I

B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S “ *ld
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Augusta people who visit Tacoma
Lakes during the summer season wil
be interested to know that the man
agement of the Lewiston, Augusta &
Waterville Street Railway is doing
quite an extensive piece of work this
fall in improving the grounds about
Tacoma Inn., the work being under
th“ direction of Supt. Bowie. The
water in the lakes is so low this fall
that it has been possible to remove
the stumps and dead wood from the
bog just west of the Inn.
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FOR REAL SPORT COME TO

BLAKESLEE

»

LAKE GAMPS

The best Deer, Bear and Bird Shooting in the State of Maine.
Comfortable, well heated, individual cabins, best of table.
JOSEPH H. W HITE, Proprietor,
Skinner, Maine
» »»»»»0

M o u n ta in V ie w

H o u se

Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Bonney and
James PL Bonne ey
with several
friends have just made an automo
bile trip to Quebec by way of Parlin Pond and Jackman.
Plarry M. Pierce has come out
from his camps at King & Bartlett
and will spend the winter at his
home in Farmington.
Henry West and Edgar Savage of
Farmington have been on a hunting
trip to the Dead River region.

|

Mountain View, Maine
For further particulars write or address

L. E. B0W LEY,
Mountain View,
a
*

*

Maine.

RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION

RESORT

This territory is unsurpassed in Maine.
It is easy of
access and nearly all the camps are open through the
Hunting Season.
Deer, Bear, Partridge, Duck and
small game are very abundant.

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
Issues a descriptive booklet o f this territory, containing map o f entire region, which will be furn
ished upon application to

F. N. BEAL,

General Manager,

BUTTERFLIES
rnottva w anted fo r ©oH e«e«. HUfhept prices paid. O utd oor
■ornmer w ork. G et cohm>IoU« book o f instructions an d etails.
B E T f e Ttrlmy. J A it S S KINCCAIK. KntwnokMti.t. D .p t . » .
Lm A n otU a Cal.

HIs Pertinent Question in Reply.

“ Sir, I love your daughter! She is all
the world to me, and—” “ H’m! If I
give my consent how soon will you be
gin thinking that the world’s father
owes you a living?’’

A HALT
otherwise.
O PEN

AS A

H U N T IN G

n o tes fro m

Alderman A. N. Soule and Willis
E. Swift of Augusta, left
Saturday
morning for Punch Bowl pond on
their annual hunting trip, and as
both are good shots they will prob
The Passenger Traffic Department dJe his outfit into the depths of ably bring back with them some of
of the Maine Central Railroad has the forests and other territory not the spoils of the hunt.
just issued a neat folder advertising reached by railroad.
the big game hunting regions
of
The convenient passenger train
Roland A. Pierce, who had been
Maine, including the territory sur service on the M ane Central Rail on a hunting trip in the Indian pond
rounding the Rangeley Lakes and road affords excellent
opportunities region, returned Saturday to his
the Dead River.
By the
courtesy for the sportsman to reach his Sav- home in Augusta and brought
with
of the railroad we are able to pub crite hunting country and upon ar him two does.
Mr. Pierce reports
lish the half tones in Maine Woods rival find numerous hotels and camp that present hunting conditions are
along with the descriptive matter furnishing every comfort provided in not of the best because of the dry
in full, and we are sure that it city hotels.
ness in the woods., which makes it
will he timely and of interest to a
noisy, and because of the fact that
Rang ley L* kes T e rr it o ry j
large number of Maine Woods read
the foliage is still on the trees.
The Rangeley territory is well
ers, whether t! ey are hunters or

I
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Descriptive Matter of the Various Sections
of the State

T MUST be a satisfaction to the individual rifle.
pistol or revolver user to know that his prefer
ence for Remmgton-UMC Metallics is shared alike
by professional experts, crack-shots and sports
men in ail parts of the world.

G R A N T ’S

HUNTING IN

ALL AROUND

Used by tno big majority of
Rifle, Pistol and Revolver Shots

289 Broadway.

GAM E

BEAR

Phillips, Maine.

Relics of Other Days.
Splendid gates remain in many of
the lesser cities of the old world, just
as far north In Germany as there are
remains of aqueducts built by the Ro
mans which are as fine as the Aquia
Marcia at the papal capital, remains
of the days that are long faded, but
the monuments of which can be seen
above ground or dug out of the un
derground like those of Troy, of the
alleged Babylon, of the more certain
Pompeii.

H U N T IN G

SEASONS

Deer—October 1st to
December
15th.
Moose—November 1st to December
1st.
Ducks—September 1st to January
1st.
Partridge and Woodcock, Septem
ber 15th to December 1st.
The hunting season on deer and
game birds, in the state o f Maine,
has recently opened and there is
every indication that an abundance
of game awaits tl e sportsman. Deer
are plentiful and the number of game
birds is rapidly increasing.
At the opening of the moose hunt
ing season on November 1st, evi
dence is given that an exceptionally
large number of huntsmen will go
into the wood iin search of this
big game.
The State of Maine covers an are
of 33,000 square miles of which 20,000 square miles is wild land, pro
viding excel’ ent sport and quarry
for the hunter.
The lengthy canoe cruises availa
ble make it possible for one to pad-

ENROUTE

So far as has been reported Peter
Beaulieu was the first Augusta hunt
er to celebrate the opening of the
big game season.
It should not be
understood that Mr. Beaulieu
was
after big game as that season is on
in Kennebec county only durign the
month of November, for he
only
took advantage of the orisp air of
the beautiful October morning to go
cut after a few partridges and per
haps a rabbit or two.
Mr. Beaulieu,
who is probably the most expert
rabbit hunter of the northern part of
the city, thinks that they are going
to be plenty this fall and although
H e foliage is too thick at present to
make hunting conditions good he is
looking for some fine sport later on.
He expects later in the season also
to make a trip to the big woods afte
fcuoose and deer.

stocked with deer, which are suc
cessfully hunted each year.
The
black bear is next in number while
the lordly moose is frequently found
during the open season.
Ruffed grouse or partridge are ex
ceedingly numerous anftl wild duck
and woodcock are plentiful.
There is daily passenger train ser
vice from Portland, via Farmington
and the Sandy River and Rangeley
Lakes Railrced to Rangeley Station,
with connections at Portland and
New York or Boston.
Cosy camps and hotels provide
comfortable quarters for the hunters
and with, their modem conveniences
serve to make a sojourn in this
region most enjoyable. It is well,
however,, to make reservations in
•advance as some of the camps are
C. W. Dutton and wife, Miss Iois
often filled to their capacity during Baker, Mrs. Rose White and Will
the hunting season.
iam Easterbrook of Bingham while
on their way in Mr. Dutton’s
auto
Dead River Region
for Farmington met a team near
The lower Dead River region is Curren Smith’s on the Concord side
reached from Carrabasset and. this cf the river and in turning out to
station also serves as the rail dis allow more passeageway,, their auto
tributing point for West Pond Carry, went over the bank.
How the five
Black Brook Pond and Spring Lake. occupants of the car escaped with
Stages leave Carrabasset for Ledge out injury is a,mystery to everyone
They
House, Parsons Farm, Hurricane and to themselves as well.
(Continued on page fo ur).

(Continued on p~ge f i v e ) .
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CRACK SHOTS ON
POLICE FORCE
Detectives

Have

Saved

Their

Lives Many Times By Being
Good Marksmen
The fifty-eight probationary police
men of the School of Recruits at Po
lice Headquarters have shown unus
ual skill with the revolver. Nineteen
of them left the school on September
1 for precinct duty. The probationes
all get a thorough training in tine
handling of fire-arms.
In revolver
practice the men shoot at regulation
army targets.
The department may
soon install life-size papier
imache
men for the policemen to shoot at.
These manikins work automatically
They appear suddenly an front of a
screen, to remain in view for a few
seconds, when they as quickly dis
appear.
Their use teaches the men
to he quick on the trigger. The auto
matons have been adopted by the
Philadelphia police force with suc
cess.
The New York Police Department
has several hundred men who are
classed as good shots as many who
qualify as sharps hooters. The cham
pion pistol shot of the department is
Acting Captain William Jones.
He
has shown more policemen how to
shoot than any other man in
the
United States.
Captain Jones has
taught revolver practice at Police
Headquarters on and off for many
years.
On August 1 last, Commis
sioner Woods placed him in charge
of the Third Branch Detective Bur
eau in Harlem.
He has made a
study of power marks, and from this
knowledge has often been able to
tell at what distance the fatal shot
was fired in murder cases.
In revolver practice the men Shoot
at a four-inch bullseye from- a dis
tance of fifteen yards.
It is -sel
dom that Jones fails to hit the
mark.
He learned to shoot wh-e-n a
boy in the Connecticut wootfs.
He
asserts that the average marksman
ship of the department is
good.
Some policemen, he said, failed to
become good marksmen because they
anticipated the recoil of the wea
pon, unconsciously lowering the pis
tol as they pulled the trigger.
A
had stomach, he said, affected a

WOODS,

man’s marksmanship more than any
thing else.
Another sharpshooter is Lieutenant
Detective George F. Haerle.
With
Detective Joseph Guarni-eri, Hearl-e
went on April 2 last, to a flat in the
east side of Harlem to arrest Wil
liam Horg-ain, -a drink-crazed laborer,
who has shot a saloonkeeper. Horgan was hiding in the flat behind a
green curtain. When Guarni-eri drew
the curtain aside Horgan fired; kill
ing the detective instantly.
Tine
flat was in darkness, but before Hor
gan could fire again
Haerle sent
a bullet through his forehead,, kill
ing him.
Haerle fired where he
had seen the glow of light
from
Horgan’s gun when the latter shot
at Guaraleri.
Had Haerle been
less quick on the trigger he would
-have met the same fate as
his
fell'ow-del|*ctive.
In the lives of many policemen
there comes a time when they -are
called upon to enter a dark cellar
after a thief.
Crooks have a way
of taking refuge in such- places, and
policemen in following them
into
cellars often -have been shot
and
killed.
Detectives Peter Carmody
and Emil Panevino were shot by a
drug-crazed negro in a flat in East
Seventy-second street on May 26
last.
Detectives Stanley Gorman,
son of Police Surgeon Gorman, and
Detective Steven Birmingham learn
ed that the negro was hiding in a
cellar at 234 East Seventy-fourth
street.
The two detectives entered
the cellar, and began to creep about
its dark floor in search of the fugi
tive.
The negro was hiding in a
corner and suddenly opened fire on
them.
His fire was returned. The
negro, realizing that the detectives
knew how to Shoot, finally surrend
ered.
“ It is bad enough under any cir
cumstances,,” on-e of the detectives
said, “ to go into a cellar after a
desperate thief who is well armed,
but you feel much more confidence
in yourself if you know you
can
shoot.”
Detective George Thompson of the
Fourth Detective Branch is a crack
shot.
Several years ago a negro
disguised as a woman was terroriz
ing Harlem.
Thompson
arrested
the negro one night and "was taking
him to the station when the negro
suddenly drew a razor and cut
Thompson’s throat from ear to ear,
just missing the jugular vein.
The
detective dropped to the pavement.

Join the Band
of

Pleasure

Seekers

who

write us for accurate infor
mation about Camps, Hotels
and recreation
Maine.
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Ais he fell, half fainting from loss
of Mood, lie pulled hhis revolver and
sent a bullet after the fugitive fifty
feet away.
The bullet entered the
negro’s hack, and passing through
his heart, killed him
instantly.
Thompson for weeks afterward lay
between life and death in the hos
pital.
He learned to shoot when
he was a gunner in the United State
iN-avty-.
He is a veteran of
the
Spanish-American war.
Mounted Polic-emah Joseph- Carney
of the High Bridge Station distin
guished himself with the revolver
two years ago by bringing to a
stop a stolen automobile with
its
occupants.
An alarm had
been
sent out from Headquarters for the
machine, and the entire police force
of the city was on the lookout. The
auto sped by Carney on
Jerome
avenue.
He recognized it by its
number, and started in pursuit. Whe
the fleeing au-to was fifty yards aWay from him he discharged
five
shots at its tires.
Three tires ex
ploded, bringing the machine to a
stop.
When the probationers leave the
School of Recruits now they
are
provided with 38-oalibre
automatic
pistols which are capable of discharg
ing eight shots in from three to five
seconds.
The men now carry their
revolvers in holsters in front
of
them instead of in their hip pockets.
By using the holsters they can draw
their guns more quickly.

R E P A IR S

ON

M A IN E

ROADS A R E

NE A R IN G C O M P L E TIO N .

The excellent weather of the past
two weeks has given
state road
*work in Maine a great impetus, and
as a result the various sections now
being constructed all over the state
are rapidly nearing completion.
Practically all of the work now
in progress between Woolwich and
Rockland will be finished
before
winter and by another year this im
portant highway, with the exception
of one or two short stretches, should
be in excellent condition.
Work on the Federal aid highway
between Portland and Bath will be
carried on as long as weather per
mits and will be completed next sum
mer.
The contract between Lewiston
and Win-thirop through the town of
Greene has been progressing some
what slowly, but a big
additional
force has recently been placed on th
job and work is now going on very
rapidly.
Road construction on the state
highway between Norridgewock and
Madison is progressing finely, an
additional crew having been put on
the work.
Up in Aroostook County the state
road job running from
Houlton
south, will be finished this fall.
The -important Bar Harbor road
through the town of Treat on b etw-een
Fillsworth and the toll bridge con
necting Mt. Desert Island with the
mainland is being rapidly finished.
Down in Washington County the
work is progressing finely through
the town of Whiting on the
irfain
tmnk line to Calais and Eastport.
Owing to the fact that contracts
were let so late it will be impos
sible to finish the section of state
read now being built through Etna
toward Bangor.
The work, however
will be carried on until late in the
fail, and be completed in the spring.
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It costs youj nothing.

Write to-day
WEBBER’S ’knit’
A L A SK A JACKET

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips

-

Maine

Built for the outdoor man; can be
adjusted to suit temperature. All
Wool and fashioned to fit.
Colors:
Tan, Oxford and Scarlet.
Sold In
Sporting Goods and Clothing Stores,
or sent to any address prepaid on
receipt o f price, $5. Our Booklet,
’ ’ The Need, The Make, The P rice.”
tells all about it. A Postcard will
get it, and dealer’ s name. Address

Geo. F. Webber,
MANUFACTURER

414-418 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich:

The work on the trunk line be- H O W
tew-een Rockland and Bangor through
the town of Northjport is coming
a Long very well.

PEARL

CLAMS

ARE

GATH

ERED.

One of the worst features of the
Portland and Portsmouth
highway
has now been done away with. This
was the detour through the Kennebunkpert woods between Biddeford
and Kennebunk.
Th-e state road at
this point bias now been practically
completed and is open to traffic, no
detour being necessary.

The rivers of Illinois are chief
among the clam-pr.oduc-ing streams;
the annual catch on the rivers of
the state is enormous.
Thousands
of tons of shell are sold, while the
value of the pearls amd “slugs”
(seed pearls) taken from the Wabash
alone is estimated at more than one
million dollars a year.
The .work of catching the clams,
says a writer in the October Wide
World Magazine, is hard, dirty, and
unhealthy; but the lure of a valua
ble find calls many new fishermen
to the field each year.
Several
“ wholesale” methods of catching the
clams have been experimented with.
Steam shovels and pumps and other
curious devices have been used, but
February Sportsman’s And Travel
with poor success, owing to the liabits of the clams and the formation of
Show At New Grand
the river bottoms.

RENDEZVOUS
FOR OUTERS

Central Palace

The annual rendezvous for Amer
ican hunters, anglers, campers, ex
plorers and tourists will be
the
Sportsman’s and Travel Show, Feb
ruary 20-27, at the NeW Grand Cen
tral Palace, with its annual outdoor
metropolitan trapshooting tournament
in full blast on the roof of the sky
scraping exhibition building at Lex
ington Avenue, Forty-sixth and Forty
seventh Streets. The management
will be the same as that of seven
teen successful sportsmen’s shows,
1895-1910, with their originator.. Cap
tain J. A. H. Dressel, at the helm.
This 1915 show, according to Captain
Dressel’s proclamation, is to be an
“ Old-Fashioned Soprtsmen’s Show.”
with guides, Indians, trophies and
those woodland temporary habitation
yclept by Dan Beard, ‘cabins, shacks
and shelters.”
Continuous action
is insured by catering to the fancy
of “ the man behind the gun” by pro
viding all trapshooters, amateur and
professional, with their fill of “ the
sport alluring,” but so high up that
the roar of the clay pigeon-smashing
artillery cannot disturb the peace of
exhibitors and visitors in th-e show
below.
Thousands cf inquiries from
sportsmen throughout the
United
States and Canada show that they
yearn for a “ regular
old-fashioned
sportsmen’s show” and the manage
ment have taken the cue.
Whatever fair game remains in
the fields, forests and waters of!
America for the sportsmen of to-day
to seek would not be here were it
not for conservation adn the men
who woke up in tilme to father it;
so conservation of game birds and
animals and fish and the preservat'o
of the trees and flora necessary for
life to the fauna wi/11 he a domin
ant note in the 1915
Sportsmen’s
Show and those which will continue
annually to follow it.

It ha® now been fairly proved that
the most successful method o f catch
ing clams is the “ one-man outfit.”
A flat bottomed row-boat, or in s*ome
cases a craft with a small gasolene
engine, is used.
A set of drag-nets,
consisting of two eight-foot
iron
bars, to which is attached a sec
tion of twine-netting filled with from
three to five hundred four-point steel
hooks, is carried.
The net-bars rest
in brackets along the isides of the
boat, and are cast into the water
one at a time.
Tine weight of the
hooks and bar holds the net on the
river-bed, while the force of the
current drives the boat
down
stream.
The clam® are found feed
ing upon the mud deposits, lying
back down, with shells open.
As
the net is dragged along the hooks
enter the open shells, causing the
clam to close, grasping the hook with
a grip that holds until removed byforce.
After a short drag has been made,
and most of the hooks are
filled,
the net is hoisted into the bqah and
the em pty'one thrown out, to be fil
led while the catch is removed from
the first.
This operation is con*
tinued until the boat is well load
ed, when a return to camp is made.

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

Ed Grant. R eaver Pond Canipa
New resdinpr matter, interesting.
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
ihsn we expected and the peptuur demat d was
so great for a second edition that we published
an enlarged and improved edition to be sold by
ort'il (postpaid) at the low price named.
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.

J. W . BRACKETT CO ,
Phillips. Me.

Sportsmen of our American cities
have to go much further afield to-day
MAPS OF M AIN E
to find a fish to lure or legitimate
gam® than their daddies used to
RESORTS A N D ROADS
have to go and the Travel phase of
Maine Woods has frequent inquirie
the show- will help them or tourists for maps o f the fishing regions o f thi
with oilier motives to find out where atate, etc. We can furnith the follow
to go and hhow to get there.
The ing m aps:
$ .51
savage warfare that is devastating Franklin County
Somerset County
[51
and depopulating the countries across Oxford County
,51
.51
the sea, created by those wastrels of Piscataquis County
.51
human life, their royal majestiesi the Aroostook County
Washingtoh County
.51
gunmen of Europe, has sent Ameri Outing map o f Maine, 20x 35 in
ll 04
cans abroad home with the convict Geological map o f Maine
. 1
. ;-.i
ion that the land they live in is the |R. R. map o f Maine
.31
best to sttey in for some time to j Androscoggin County
Cumberland County
. 3J
come, so the Travel end of the Hancock County '
’51
show will find plenty to do in edu- j Kennebec County
, 3f
eating people to “ See America First.” . Knox County
.31
Of all of the seven seas the Carri- Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
Penobscot County
bean and our side of the Western Waldo County
.35
I3J
Ocean is now about the safest so York Country
far as hostile war vessels are con
cerned, so that special
attention
J. W B R A C K E T T C O .,
will be paid to tourist and snortsmen’s travel to Florida. South APhillips,
Maine.
merica and the Brit'sh West Indies
especially.

TAXIDERMISTS

The new and rapidly developing
interest in camping for boys
and
girls will receive special emphasis in
U. W. PICKKL,
the coming show and there will be
TA X ID E R M IST
ample provisions made to asfeure out
ers of all kinds, including those who
RANGELEY.
prefer to shoot game with a calmera
instead of with a gun, that they will
be interested.
Woman’s sphere in
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
these days includes all outdoors and
They are made for
at this show she can see
little
Sportsmea, Guides, Lumbermen
shotguns designed for fair modem j Known the world over for excel
Dvanas and the latest wrinkles in i lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
camjp cooking utensils and camping!
M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
costume for women.
Monmouth,
.
.
.
Maine
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“ NASH OF MAINE”
AND HIS ART

Tobacco, Like Food, Must
Fresh To Be Good

I

mounting.
In this state there are
six distinct types and Mr. Nash fre
quently receives fish from other
states and from Canada with the
character of which he has to ac
quaint himself.
For instances here
Cornville Party Makes Two Trips
Devotes All His Time To Fish on this occasion were to be found
two tarpon from Florida and a rain
to Carry Pond Camps
bow trout from Michigan.
Mounting And Makes His Own

Models

GET BOTH
BIRDS AND DEER

(Special to Maine Woods.)
Asked about Ms birds., for it Is
generally known that Mr. Nash has
Carry Pond, Maine, Oct. 10, 1914.
one of the finest private collections
And tobacco cannot keep fresh after it is cut up, any
C. G. Doe and L. S. Parker of
Opening the door to J. Waldo Nash’ s in the state, he said that all these Boston, accompanied by yv. K. Henry
better than bread or meat can. T o get fresh tobacco,
workshep in Norway village one might were packed away and not easily ac of Pittsfield, Mass., and C. C. Kins
you must cut it off the plug yourself, just before it goes imagine,
The wthole collection in man of Cornville, came into camp in
for a moment, that he had cessible.
into your pipe. That’s the w ay you use Sickle tobacco—
mistaken the place and found a fish cludes some 300 specimens.
September.
They had some fine
that’s the reason it bums slowly, and always affords you market—that is, if his visit happens to This work was largely the result fishing
and saw so many signs of
be in the spring or early summer.
a cool, sweet, satisfying smoke.
of eight years’ study of birds in deer that they insisted that Proprie
The air is tainted with the odor o f the White Mountain region under a tor Lane take care of them until Oct
Tobacco that comes already cut-up, in packages, gets fish mingled incongruously with that of special permit obtained from the
ober 10.
Mr. Doe and Mr. Parker
dry and stale—-bum s fast and hot, and bites your paint and oils, brine and varnish. On government.
His contribution to took licences and both got
their
tongue. The original flavor and moisture cannot escape the shelves are a seemingly motley ar the list for Maine was 168 accepted game. Mr. Parker got a fine 8from the Sickle plug— they are pressed in and kept in ray o f tools and models and mounted specimens, besides 22 others which point buck and a doe. Mr. Doe got
game, fish and birds and taxidermist’ s were in doubt at the time and were
by the natural leaf wrapper.
a fine 8-point buck and a spike-horn
supplies. Boxes are piled in every left out but which since have been
buck, the 8-pointer
weighing 150
M ore tobacco— fresh tobacco— no package to pay for — no
corner and the place is suggestive of a* seen by experts and accredited.
pounds each.
Mr. Henry only want
waste — that’s Sickle tobacco. Get a plug at your dealer’s today.
rushing business.
In this connection, Mr. Nash ex ed birds and on October 1st sold his
Over behind the counter between two pressed his regret that the Boardgun to J. M. Lane, Which was a fine
windows may be found “ Nash of main collection was ever permitted
double-barrel gun., one barrel 30-30
Maine.’ ’ Waldo to his neighbors, J. to leave Maine.
This included rifle and one barrel 16 gauge shot.
Waldo by christening, but just “ Nash Boardman’s accepted
list of 248 Mr. Henry stayed in camp and re
o f Maine” from Maine to California birds for Washington county Which
turned home with his friends. There
ever since his work as a taxidermist was his valuable donation to the
has gained national and international Maine birds, the collection having are some beechnuts and deer are
very plenty in this locality.
reputation as truly representative of been brought by New Brunswick au
the Pine Tree state and of his art. V ~
thorities a few years ago.
Among the rare birds in
Mr.
V A L U E IN GOOD ROADS
“ It is an art.” said he, as the details Nash’s list was the black buzzard
of fish mounting as under way were in or vulture from the south,, the speci
Wlidle good roads are known to
formally discussed. “ One ought to de men found by Mr. Nash being now i
aid farming, the logic of the West
vote a lifetime to the mastery of one the collection of George R. Howe,
naturalist.—Lewiston ern press, based on a recent report
branch o f taxidermy to be a real suc the Norway
of the Department of Agriculture,
cess,
not
scatter
his
fire
over
the
vari
Journal.
than the motorist is entitled to. And j
would have been
challenged by
again the average motorist does not ous branches of the business.”
John Stewart MILL
His pet aver
Then
he
told
how,
in
recent
years
he
positively know how many miles a
sion was the old American
inquiry
M
A
I
N
E
’S
D
E
E
R
SEASON
certain casing has traveled,
not had been able to turn over the bird
whether the prosperity of a country
withstanding the tire record books mounting wholly to Mrs. Nash, who
wliioh even the Turk could not have
has gained an enviable repntation in
The deer hunting season in Maine,
Rim .Cuts Are Almost Always 1he that are freely given away by the I this line, so that he, himself, nad been which opened yesterday, is expected ruined did not prove the advantages
tire companies.
of “ free institutions.”
The claim
In 99 out of 100 cases rim cuts are able to spend all his labor on the fish to prove much more prosperous for is that a bond issue for forty miles
Result Of Low Air Pressure
the camp proprietors and guides,, as of permanent roads in Sipottsylvania
the results of low air pressure, per mounting and kindred work.
In his hands was the skin of a square well as for the State treasury, than County, Va., produced within
two
When it comes down to the matter mitting the tire being cut because
Many tailed trout from our Maine lakes, a last year’s. The increased license years a rise of 45 per cent in the
of tires and tire upkeep, motorists of contact with the rim.
beauty to make “ green with envy” fee is supposed to have kept
many products sent out by rail.
This
are their own worst enemies,
al biowouts are the result of low pres.any
lover o f the rod and reel. His sportsmen away last falk but
this overlooks other contributory causes,
though unintentionally so; nor could surei, permitting the side wall fabric
task at the moment was to fit this care year the increase is forgotten,
or yet the general conclusion may be
they be convinced of this statement to separate because of being worked
fully to the model prepared for it.
perhaps lias been found reasonable. valid.
On one point there is
no
even in the face of convincing proof. other blowouts come from tread cut
“ Over there,” said he, “ is our pick Certainly the hunters who come long doubt; the department
shows a
to
All this comes about in the mad that permit dirt and moisture
ling tank” and he pointed to a big case distances and spend large sums for great saving effected in haulage. Be
rubbetr
rush of the world to get somewhere enter between the tread
in one corner o f the room where in sev their week or two of fun in Maine do fore the improved roads, it
cost
in as short a time as possible, even and the fabric and eventually to at eral compartments were scores o f fish
not object to a large fee,
for
it twenty cents per mile to haul 520,of
if it is known that something must tack the fabric itself; chafing
skins being preserved in brine. ^From makes tlieir hunting better
and 000 “ ton-tmiies” to market; while it
suffer* writes “ Hugh” in the Chi the tread generally comes from mis this tank he had just taken this speci
means greater personal safety. There has since cost but twelve cents—
alignment
of
the
wheels,
a
bent
cago Tribune.
men for mounting.
seems no good reason, either, why a saving of $41,000 annually.
An
Day after day a motorist will neg steering knuckle, too much or too
“ Do you make your own models?” deer hunting in Maine should not investment of $100,000 that returns
little
camber,
or
some
similar
cause
lect to inflate his tires, although
was asked, as the array upon the shelf be made a luxury for
non-resident 41 per cent should appeal to every
knowing the pressure is lower than which throws the wheels out of their was being glanced over, each shaped hunters.
The human casualties of taxpayer.
correct
running
position.
it should be to carry the load of
carefully into the resemblance of a fish t' e past, together with the (heavy
It is the duty of a motorist
to and the wood painted white.
the car and passengers; he will
inroads made upon the state s big- WARNING TO THOSE BEHIND
the
will overlook an inspection of the keep an accurate- record of
“ They are made right here,” was his game supply, surely
justify any
steering knuckles to ascertain
if mileage each tire makes, taking the reply, “ for the success o f the work (move toward a higher cost of hunt
Mechanism T hat Indicates to Driv en
they are true; a tire will show wear odometer reading when the tire is lies largely with correct models.” ing.
Many Massachusetts
people
Following the Direction That
put
on
and
recording
it
in
a
book,
on the tread, or a
flattening or
Then Mr. Nash explained how the often have found cause for wishing
Leader Is Going to Take.
roughing, which would probably in with the date, number of the tire, sportsmen usually outline on paper, the privilege of carrying a gun in
and with a knife, the contour o f the fish the woods of this state were less
dicate something out of alignment, mileage reading when put on
A mechanism for indicating to the
and yet it will be passed—and then when taken off, and any other in from which the skin and head are cheaply obtained, though here the driver of a following automobile which
way the cai
comes the fight with the tire
ad formation that may be germane to stripped and sent to him for mounting. size of the deer herds is not an
ahead is to
Then when he goes to From this paper outline and the skin issue.—Brockton Times.
juster to be credited with
more the case.
t u r n has
evi he constructs the model. “ The ideal
mileage on the destroyed casting the adjustor he can produce
been placed
dence that cannot be disputed, and method, how ever,” he explained,. “ is
on the mar
will always win his case and re to have the fish sent, directly to us as it P O R T L A N D H U N T E R S G E T F IR S T
ket recent
ceive due credit for what the tire is caught from . the lake, as we then
DEER.
ly. The de
did not do in the way of guaranteed know just how it looks and are sure
vice is, ol
our outline will be unhurried andjexact.
performance.
course, at
Several
Portland
men
are
known
TIME TABLE
tached to the rear of the car and
He should always have a tire But the Maine sportsmen are very
In Effect, September 27th, 1914.
gauge and at Least every other day skilful in their outlines and we have to have killed deer early iin the provides four illuminated spaces be
should know by tests that the pres little cause for complaint with their season, in fact, the first deer to be sides the regulation lamp. Located on
reported shot were those
brought the steering wheel are two switches,
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm- sure is what the tire maker
de drafts.”
ingrton fo r Phillips, Rangeley. and Bigelow, at
down by Edhvard Anthoine and Guy each of which operates an electric
It
is
the
special
white
painted
wood
expect
5.16 P. M., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas mands, otherwise he cannot
Sturgis of that city October 1, while lamp on the appropriate side of the
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M.
A- en model, fashioned for it that each
and from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 the guarantee to be maintained.
they were hunting at Indian Rock device, and the pressure of a thumb on
P. M.
fish
skin
is
attached.
First
the
tail
is
gain knowing will come in handy in
Camps,
under the guidance of Wil one switch turns on the current in the
M IXED TRAIN arrives at 9.85 A . M and leaves
fitted and then the skin drawn as tight
convincing the adjuster.
corresponding space at the rear of the
at 11.00 A. M.
liam C. Holt.
car.
These spaces are of ground
The motorist ought to know the ly over the “ body” and smoothed down
STRONG PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for
Among
those
Who
have
been
suc
glass and have a white arrow on a red
Farmington, at 6.23 A . M. and 1.37 P. M. For exact amount of camber the
oar until not a wrinkle i3 left. The least cessful in shooting deer
were: background, the illumination thus
Phillips at 12.37 P. M-, and for Phillips ard
air bubble is pricked and the skin is
Kangeley at 5.47 P. M. and fo r Bigelow at 5.50 P. (maker lias designed to give the front
James Brown at Bingham one deer showing which way the driver Intends
M.
drawn
as
tightly
as
it
ever
fitted
its
wheels and he should also know bow
ar.d a bunch of fine partridge; T. to turn. The “slow” signal appears
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
H . 37 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25much the wheels should be “ toed in, own flesh before the model is reversed H. Corey at Jackman one fine deer;
whenever the clutch is thrown out or
P. M.
and
the
edges
on
the
under
side
are
for otherwise he will not be sure
J
."
S.
Perkins
of
Boston
one
deer
at
the
foot brake is set; the “stop” sig
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.45
A . M. and from Kingfield at 8.25 A M., and from the wheels are running true,
and tacked down. Now and then a bit of Madison.
nal shows when the emergency brake
Farmington at H .45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
putty
is
added
to
the
model
to
make
unless they are the tires must sure
I.
40 P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A . M.
Some records are expected to be is applied.
the skin a perfect fit. Then the head
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAINS leave for ly suffer.
smashed
this year by the hunters in
is put in place, the “ eye” socket is
Farmington at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P, M. For
How to Protect Auto Frames.
the
number
of deer killed.
Rangeley at 6.15 P- M.
gouged out o f the wood and final fitting
One of the parts of used cars that Is
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
Automobile
parties
from
Boston*
is finished.
12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at
New York and Philadelphia are al worthy of attention, and seldom gets
12.20 P. M.
The decorating o f the skin by touch
it, is the framed It is not too much to
ready passing through
Portland
M IXED T R A IN leaves fo r Farm ington at 7.30
ing up the color tints is no small feat
want the frame reasonably well
A . M. Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives from
bound for the woods of
Northern scraped and painted in the course of
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. Rangeley 3.15 P. M.
ure of the work, after which comes the
RANGELEY PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for
an overhaul job, and it is a good plan
final application o f varnishes, the se and Eastern Maine.
Portland hunters are forming part to Insist on it. It will at leafct get ac
Farmington aA 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.C0 P.
cret of which is not divulged.
M.
ies to start into the woods and this cumulations of dust and dirt away,
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 10.15 This Famous Club To Have Annual
Thus in the finished product, one
week will see a good many of them give a cleaner appearance and prevent
A . M. and leaves at 10.55 A. M.
has a work of art on a
natureSALEM PASSENGER TRAIN leaves at 1.00
entering for their usual fall hunt.
rust which has been known to attack
Hunting
Trip
To
Their
Fine
basis the peculiar delight of which
P. M. for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
The older and more experienced, frames and seriously weaken them.
KINGFIELD PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for
is that the owner thius gains per however, doubtless will not
start,
Camps At Moosehead
Bigelow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.88 P. M. For Farm
manent
possession of the actual until some time about the last of
Motors for City Use.
ington at 12.40 P. M.
trophy of his skill.
For the fish- October or the first of
A careful canvaes has revealed that
MIXED TRAIN S leave fo r Farmington*at 6.45
November,
The
members
of
the
famous
Wil
A . M. and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.
skins thus mounted, and set in re when the law will be raised on bull of 58 German cities having a population
BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for liam Tell ‘Club will leave Lewiston lief upon placques form
highly moose-and the prospect of a snow of more than 80,000 only five are with
of
Ftairmtngton at 10.50 A, M. and arrives at 7. 28 P. by special train on the morning
out municipal motor wagons; one of
din fall in the forest will be good.
M. Arrives from Kingfield at 10.00 A . M. ar.d the 23d for their fine camfps at Spen decorative wali-pieces for the
these has a vehicle on order. The
leaves fo r Kingfield at 7.35 P. M.
ing-room
or
den.
Game,
according
to
reports
from
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Rangeley at 10.5« cer Lake, Moosehead. It is expect
number of vehicles in each city varies
No small amount of skill is need the northern part of the state is from one to 52, the total number being
A. M. Phillips. 12.25 P. M. Strong, 12.47 P. M.. ed that there will be about 40 in the
arriving at Farmington 1.20 P. M. Returning
This is one of the mtast ed for the various details o f the very plentiful, and birds have not 690. Of these the fire brigades have
leave Farmington at 1.50 P. M. Strong, 2.22 P. party.
M. Phillips. 2.45 P Mf. arriving at Rangeley at prominent hunting parties that en work, and also an exact knowledge been so numerous as at the present 249; street cleaning and watering 113,
4.25 P. M.
They and ambulances 54; the remainder are
ters tlie Maine woods every fall and of the various types of fish wthich time for several years past.
F. N. B EA L, Gen’ l Manager,
used for miscellaneous service.
are
very
tame
furthr
inland.
find
their
way
here
to
the
shop
for
they always meet with great success.
Phillips, Maine.
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were able to get their car into the
Falls House and Flagstaff village, road and return home, pale from
At Biglow stages carry passengers fright but with no serious rseults.
to Stratton, Eustis, Megan Me Pre____
serve, and the lakes of the uppei j
modern method of shooting
Dead River region.
, game is from, an automobile while
This country also offers a grand Wit is in motion says the Rocklaed
opportunity for mcose and
deer Courier Gazette. Coming down from
hunters.
|Mirror Lake the other day, Ernest
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Three million humpback salmon
from, the Pacific coast have been dis
tributed in the Penobscot and St.
Croix and the Bureau of Fisheries
saysi that in 1917 results will be
looked for by the fish returning from
the sea.
If the dogfish see them
first they may find their return tick
ets useless.
The Bureau of Fisheries is about
to make its second planting of Alaskan Humpback, or Pink Salmon, i
Maine waters.
Dr. W. C. Kendall,
formerly of Maine, and now of the
Department of Commerce, will visit
Maine this fall and inspect the groat
rivers with the view of selecting
planting grounds for the
Alaskan
salm on.
He will make a careful
examination and select the streams
best adapted to this specie.
The
eggs of the Humpback salmon are
brought on from Alaska in trays
packed in boxes and kept cold. From
ten million to fifteen million eggs
will be planted in, Maine
waters
this year.
Uncommon Orchids.

The scorpion orchid which grows in
Java is not by any means common in
this country. A great many very odd'
shapes and colors are found in the or
chid family. Hundreds of them grow
only in tropical countries hidden away
from the tracks of man.
Novel Choir Strike.

A curious choir strike has occurred
at Gebesee, in Thuringia, Germany. By
an old custom the town supplied the
choir with 400 bottles of beer every
year. The authorities stopped the beer
and the choir immediately went on
strike. The congregation complained.
The town clerk and the church au
thorities met, and as a result it was
decided to give the choir its 400 bottles
of beer.
Best Cure for Nerves.

The very best cure for a case of
nerves is to keep busy. If you cannot
find any work of your own, help some
friend who has more to do than she
can possibly accomplish. Be really in
terested in everything you do and do
it with all your might. You never
heard of a washwoman being nervous.
Nerveus women are sure to have wrin
kles and you will never get rid of
them until you get better control of
your nerves.—Exchange.

they can.
But some times their eye
sight’s too weak or too strong, and
their miscalculations then
make
things go wrong, for they level their
weapons at something they^see, but
cannot distinguish just what it may
be.
To them it does seem to be a
wild beast, moose or a buck or a
doe at the least, so the trigger they
pull and the gun it goes bang, and
then they do feel in their hearts a
sharp pang, for when they look close
it alas doth appear that they’ve shot
one more man In mistake for a
deer.—Daily Eastern Argus.

Fishing in the various lakes about
our state is very good sport and
most fishermen are fairly successful
but it remains for two of the aidermen of the city of Brewer to prove
to be fishermen of great endurance
and patience to whom the prize
should go for a record catch.
Not
being satisfied with catching an or
dinary amount Aldermen Higgins and
Merrifield tried the deep-sea
for
their fishing grounds over the week
end.
Elderman Merrifield caught
a fourteen pound cod after
hours
spent charming the bait and when
Alderman Higgins got a bite
the
suspense of waiting was too much
A NEW BRUNSWICK CAMP
for him and he started in after his
catch and caught a cod by the tail
C. Davis shot two partridges, hold which weighed less than a pound.
Upper Kennebec Region .
ing the gun in one hand, iwhile he Their friends are
congratulating
The upper Kennebec region, des
guided his big automobile with the them, upon their success as fishercribed as the country to the south
other.
It shows what a busy man
west of Moosehead Lake, and be
can do when driven to it.
tween Lody and Bingham, is well
stocked with deer, and moose, bears
being frequently found.
The Jordan brothers of Richmond
Close to Bingham are the sheets
Island carried to Portland last week
of water known as Rowe,
Carry,
the strangest fish that has ever at
Chase, Otter, Pleasant and Pierce
tracted the attention of the fisher
Ponds, all with attractive and well
men and fish dealers of that port.
kept camps.
Parlin Pond, until re
It was what is commonly known as
cently a private preserve of great
an electric fish, for, according to tlie
value, may be reached frcm Bingham,
tales of fishermen, the fish when aJackman or Lake Moxie stations.
live is by some mysterious power
MoosJehfead Lake and Kineo
capable of imparting to its enemies
Sportsmen will find plenty of an electric shock of a voltage high e
moose and deQr at Moosehead Lake ough to give it ample protection, it
and Kineo, and in this territory will is said that the shock i.s so severe
also be found log camps with every that it will knock a man completely
This fish is a monster
convenience.
There are two ap off his feet.
proaches to Moosehead. The wester specimen of the finny tribe measur
ly one via Oakland and the Kineo ing full six feet in length and be
Short Lin*, is generally favored by ing more than a yard in width. It
travelers from the eastern
cities. in some ways resembled a monster
Its upper side was black
Greenville, a settlement twenty mile Rounder.
dirty
to the south of the lake, is the while the under side was a
gray. . On the underside
directly
general gateway from the east.
beneath its eyes was a large mouth
Roundabout Jackman
MOOSE ON SLED
with a tongue resembling that of a
Directly west from
Moosehead human being.
The eyes were small
The location of their fishing death of her uncle, True Warren.
Lake is the Jackman region much and set close together, giving it an mem
grounds is being kept secret but the !
favored by sportsmen by reason of extremely ugly appearance.
Two large automobiles containing
public knows it was o ff Cape Rozier j
parties from Camden passed through
and can easily be reached by a
Rangeley the latter part of the week.
power boat.
Among the party was Mrs. Alice Mes
senger, a schoolmate of S. B. McCard.
The two spent a pleasant hour talking
over oL-time acquaintances.

GOOD SHIPMENT
OF DEER HEADS

Portraits on Emeralds.

Emeralds have often been made use
of for the cutting of portraits. They
are among the hardest of stones, and
so stand the work better than their
fellows. The Roman Emperor Had
rian had his likeness engraved upon
an emerald, as well as many other
great persons; and the portrait which
perhaps many have seen advertised
as the only true portrait of our Sav
ior is said to be a faithful copy of
one found engraved on an emerald of
very ancient date.
Convalescence after pneumonia, ty
phoid fever and the grip, is some
times merely apparent^ not real. To
make it real and rapid, there is no
other tonic so highly to be recom
mended as Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Thou
sands so testify.
Take Hood’s.

FOXES W ANTED
USAlive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above
named animals at all times o f year. Write or
wire what you have to offer, stating lowest
price. Fur fanners wanting stock should write
me for prices and information before buying.
M. F. STEVENS.
Dover, Maine
Tel. 64.15

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Riddle have re
turned to their home in Monson after a
fortnight’s visit with H. C. Riddle.
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Nile and daugh
ter Roberta, were at Portland the lat
ter part of the week. Miss Roberta
went to receive treatment for her
eyes.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Haley and family
have returned from an auto trip to
Bangor in company with Mr. and Mrs.
David Haley.
The Men’s League will hold a supper
at Russell hall. One of the topics for
discussion will be “ Our Mail Service
During the Winter Months.”
This
topic is of interest to all and^a good at
tendance is desired.
G.
W. Pickle made a good shipment
of deer heads one morning recently,
numbering 27. The heads were mostly
for parties out of the state. Mr. Pick
le is looking forward to a busy time
during the winter. The number of
hunters’ licences sold this season far
outnumbers the amount soid last year,
wnich is welcome newTs, particularly to
the people who live in the hunting dis
tricts of Maine.
Mrs. E. P. McCard spent the after
noon with her friend, Mrs. E. H.
Whitney of Phil’ips recently.
Mr. and Mr3. Rob. Welch of Farm
ington are guests of Mrs. Welch’s par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Dill.
Laura Foster is working for Mrs. A.
L. Oakes.
Miss Alice Sweetser was called to her
home in Pownal, Monday by the sudden

GRANT’S CAMPS, KENNEBAGO
the abundance of big game and the
The annual guide book issued by
congenial spirit found at the
log th Bangor & Aroostook
railroad
cabin colonies.
will have a most attractive cover for
next year, Frank T. Johnson of New
Up A roostook Way
York city, having been the artist
Up Aroostook way the hnuter will selected to do the work. The book
also find deer, moose and
game will be issued some time in March.
birds. Pushiau, Green, ■Sebec, Schoodic, Seboois and Onowa Ponds are
Though they carry no colors and
some of the waters furnishing every
beat
on no drums, a mobilized arjmy
variety of sport.
Catnips*. of the
With rifles on
log cabin type, are numerous
and into Maine comes.
shoulder and full cartridge
belts,
comfortable.
they’re marching to capture mooseStacyville, Sherman and
Patten
horns and deer pelts. They’re fac
are centers of great interest to the
ing great danger,, as too well we
sportsman.
Twenty miles
from
know, as into Maine forests
they
Stacyville and four mil-es from Moun
valiantly go.
They are all
Natty
Katahdiin, Oust])man’s'! Oam/^s
are
Bumpos at stalking wild game, and
situated.
The Bowlan Camps are
likewise are Nimrods of
Biblical
reached from Sherman, while ac
fame.
They seek not the glory of
cessible from Patten are such well
battlefields won, but quite as much
known camps as Wapiti, Fairview,
danger as soldiers they run.
They
Seboois, Bridget. Shim Pond
and
have no desire to slay brother man,
(Continued on page fiv e ).
and mean to avoid getting killed if

Ladies’ Class Organized— Wounded
Partridge Lands on Piazza After
Flying Some Distance

(Special Correspondence.)

Rangeley, October 13.
Dennis Nile has sold his house to
Walter Brackett and he has taken pos
session. Mr. Nile has moved his fami
ly into the James Spinney house. Al
bert Carleton will occupy the rent in
the Hamm house recently vacated by
the Bracketts.
Phil Tibbetts has
moved into the D. E. Hinkley house.
Jesse Voter is occupying the Julia Ab
bott rent. Rolla Toothaker is living in
the H. A. Furbish house on High St.
George Pickens and daughter are keep
ing house in the upper rooms of Dr. A.
M. Ross’ house.
Mr. and Mrs. Granville Twombly and
daughter returned Monday from an ex
tended visit with relatives in Cam
bridge, Me.

Mrs. Addie Richardson was the
recipient of a pleasant
surprise
Monday morning.
Stopping out on.
tb* back walk she was astonished to
find a fine patridge had apparently
dropped from the skies. Upon closer
examination it was found to
be
wounded and as the flesh was still
warm the only explanation seems to
be that the bird was wounded and
flew some distance before falling.
The unexpected gift was much ap
preciated.
A Ladies class was organized at
Sunday school.
The following of
ficers being elected *¥or
three
months:
President-, Miss P. M.
Richardson; first vice
president,
Miss Lura C. W eeks; second vie©
president, Mrs. C. C. Murphy; secre
tary, M. L. Hoar; treasurer, Mrs.
L. D. Nile; teacher, M. L. Hoar;
executive committee, Mrs.
Alva
Sprague, Mrs. H. A. Childs, Miss
Helen, Raymond.
The class have
not decided on a name as yet and
at an early date the final arrange
ments of the organization will be
completed.
It is hoped to make
this organization as complete and
efficient in its way as the Men’s
(Continued on page f i v e ) .
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CLASSIFIED
One cent a word in advance. No headline or
other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order

FOR SALE—Edison Dictating ma
chine. In first claas condition. In
quire at Maine Woods office.
FOR SALE-^-Village
stands
for
•ale in Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine
Morrison.
V
FOR SALE—Thoroughbred Irish Set
ter puppies.
Beautiful
specimens.
Apply or write, E. J. Brown, Strat
ton, Maine.
M IS C E L L A N E O U S

ONE HUNDRED dollars reward for
information of the thief who broke
Into Camp Whitney on
Richardson
Lake this spring.
Apply to'
Mr.
William J. Downing, 47
Esmond
Street, Dorchester, Mass.

F. G. McKenzie has purchased W.
A. Tomlinson's interest in the elec
tric light plant and will continue the
business.
The town has been in
darkness for tite past week owing to
defective machinery.
Mr. McKen
zie has been in Boston the
past
week buyign new parts necessary and
promises first class service to the
pgtrons.
Mr. McKenzie has had
considerable experience with this
work and ought to make a success
of it.
Mr. and Mrs. McKenzie are
stopping at the Tavern.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Hinkley and
Mr. and Mrs. Anson Oakes will at
tend the fair at Top-sham.
Mrs. Daniel Ross is enjoying a
short vacation from her duties at
the postoffice.
She is spending the j
time with Mrs. Elmira Ross at
Temple.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Proctor and
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morning for a short business trip.
M. D. Tibbetts mot with a slight
mishap Saturday morning, which is
causing him no small degree of dis
comfort.
While descending
the
barn stairs after feeding the horse,
he stepped on a small can
which
was on the stairs, felll and struck
against a barrel, striking on the
ribs of the left side. Mr. Tibbetts
was unconscious for a few moments
and Dr. Colby was immediately call
ed.
It was at first difficult to tell
how serious the injury was, but it is
thought the ribs were only cracked.
Mr. Tibbetts is about as usual, but
feels a bit sore after such a shak
ing up.

fine hunting as can be found any
where in the state.
This great hunting territory is also
reached via Enfield, Winn and other
stations on the Eastern Division of
the Maine Central Railroad running
between Bangor and
Vanceboroi.
which, like the Calais Branch, is a
connecting link between Maine and
New Brunswick.
Along
Musquosh and
To mail

One hunter got 387-pound bear
and two dear in one day.
One camp has taken 287 bears in
nine years.
Three hunters shot three moose
without moving from their tracks.
Brook trout taken from fifty lakes
every day of summer.
Brilliant, balmy sunshine.
Blankets every night.

Dr. Chas. S. Stuart made a busin
ess trip to Portland the latter part
of the week.
Mrs. Ed West and son s

Eddie

LIVE ANIMALS WANTED
Will buy live mink,
fox, skunk, bear
cubs, fisher, mar
ten, otter, beaver,
lynx and others.
Name price in first
letter. Write us
before buying "or
selling and about
fur farming. C. C. Garland, Box 133,
Oldtown, Maine.

Stream, is grand moose country, as
it is near that part of the New
Brunswick border in which moose
have been protected for years and
are continually working across the
border into Maine.
This is prob
ably as good moose country as there
is in the state, and iit is has been
very little hunted.

GOOD S H I P M E N T OF D E E R H E A D S
(Continued from page f o u r).

ACROSS NORTHEAST CARRY

League and all ladies_ are cordiaLly
son Corydon returned the latter part
invited to join.
of
the week from an extended visit
The new sidewalk recently com
with relatives in New Vineyard.
pleted on School street proves to ■
fill a long needed want and adds j The Rangeley Tavern is a busy
materially to the appearance of the place these days and Landlord Ellis
town.
The sidewalk crew are now is right on the job as usual. Several
building a sidewalk on the upper parties are remaining for the hunt
part of Pleasant street. It is much ing season and a large number of
to be regretted that at the time automobile parties register for a
the streets were laid out,
more short tarry.
The register for the
definite boundaries were not defin week just Closed shows the follow
ed as in some cases the straighten ing guests: N. A. Garigues, Plaining of the street has made sad in field, N. J.; C. Benson
Wighton,
roads on well kept lawns and even Boston; Mrs. Thos. H.
Bauchle,
eacrifed a few trees.
The side Thos. H. Bauchle, Jr., New
York;
walks on Alien and Middle streets Mrs. E. P.Turner, Merle Blan
will doubtless be replaced by tliei chard, New
Vineyard; Mr. and
crushed rock sidewalk, which will Mrs. T. J. Cooley, Westfield, Mass.;
add much to the convenience and Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Allen, Holyoke,
safety of pedestrians.
Mass.; Miss Helena Christie, Brook
Luce,
Geo. Mitchell met with a serious ^line, Mass.; Miss Mildred
accident one day recently, in rather Lynn, Mass.; Miss Julie Isfcniay, New
a peculiar manner.
Mr. Mitchell, York; Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Colby,, R.
Who is a painter by trade,
While B. Howes, Binghham; E. C. McGee,
fooling in a good natured way with Portland; C. H. Garvin, Boston; H.
his brother Isaac fell, striking his G. McDonald, New York; Miss Gorleg in such a way as to break the I
bone.
Mr. Mitchell was made as
comfortable as possible and
re
moved to the home of his brother,
where he will be confined to the
house for several weeks.
Miss Prudence
Richardson is
spending the week with her aunt,
Mrs. Clara Quimby.
Miss Sadie Pickens entered upon
her duties at the store of O. R.
Rowe Monday morning.
Dorothy, the little daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Marble has been
quite ill the past few days.
A goodly number from
Rangeley
will attend the District Convention
of Pythian Sisters at Kingfield Tues
day.
School enjoyed a half-hour” holi
day in observance of Columbus Day
Monday.

William F. Nye is the greatest authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ever made.
'

NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.

Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

W M . F. NYE,
New Bedford, Mass.

and Robert were week end guests of
Mrs. Jane Russell at Freeman.
Geo. Dill and Vernon Stewart ai*e
spending the week at Portland.
Mir. Willard I. White and crew,
who have been at work on the H.
A. Furbish house returned to their
respective homes Saturday.

ll*id

T h a t ’s the Place to SRfcnd Your Va<>
cation. \

Further information furnished upon
application to H. D. Waldron, Gen
eral Passenger' Agent, Maine Cen
tral Railroad, Portland, Maine; F.
N. Beal, General Manager, Sandy
River and Rangeley Lakes Railroad,
Phillips). Maine, or any Agent of
New Brunswick
’> th° Maine Central or Sandy River
Great tracts of this country are and Rangeley Lakes Railroads.
rough lands heavily forested, and
woodsmen of experience express the
ELM W OOD H O T E L A R R IV A L S
opinion that there is one moose on
an average to every two square
L. F. Perkins, R. A. Scannell, H.
miles.
Hundreds of bull
moose T. Lowell, Lewiston; E. P. True,
have been killed in New Brunswick Portland; H. J. Cross, Augusta; W.
by sportsmen during the past few C. Humphrey, Pittsfield; D. G. Mc
years and there is no question but Gregor, Bangor; P. W. Mason, J.

Supt. O. R. Rowe, Rev. H.
A.
Childs, Mrs. O. R. Rowe and Mrs.
C. C. Murphy were elected delegates
to attend the Sunday School Con
vention to be held at Bangor the
latter part of the month.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sprague and
Miss Laura Sprague of Farmington
are guests of relatives in town.
Miss Sara M. Soule returned to her
duties at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Kimball after a two weeks’
vacation.
John J. Wilbur, Martin Fuller, A.
L. Oakes and James Stewart are
at Kennebago with a hunting party.

DEER AT CARRY POND

MAINE WINTER CAMP
that there are more moose in these
17.000 square miles of virgin forest
than ever there were.
The network of mountains, lakes
and siwamps and the great barrens
form a natural home for moose and
caribou.
Newfoundland has more
caribou and British Columbia per
haps more mooses but nowhere can
both be found so plentiful and so
close together as in New Brunswick.
Through passenger trains carrying
parlor and sleeping cars operate
between Boston, Portland and this
territory.
Every sportsman going
into New Brunswick should familiar
ize himself with the game Laws
of this region.
Guides may be engaged and full
particulars obtained by writing the
Crown Land Department, Frederic
ton,
N. B.
M A IN E

H. Richardson. Tuesday, October 13:
W. C. Humphrey Pittsfield; D. G.
McGregor, J. M. Swain, F. H. Hewey, Bangor; L. L. Taylor, Farmington; A. A. Chapman,
Arthur L.
Robinson, J. L. Merry^man, F.
E.
Folsom*, Portland; C. A. Mackenzie,
W. G. Stoneman, Boston..
Thurs
day, October 8:
W. H. Sprague, Cf
W. Diggeny, Portland; H. E. Dobson*
Lewiston; H. S. Packard, Augusta;
W. K. Otiai, Boston. Saturday, Oct
ober 10:
Vance Oakes, J.
D.
Vaughan, Rangeley; H. D. Whitten.,
Portland, Monday, October 12: Miss
Susan Renwick, M. M. Nicholar, P.
M. Niciholar, Mrs. Daniel G. Ross,
Master Gladon Ross, Mrs.
jean
Field, Summit N. J.; P. N. Storer,
Boston; H. R. Knight.

don, H. C. Burgess, Mr. and Mrs. BIG GAME H U N T I N G IN
E. R. Hunnewell, Madison; E. E.
Facts About M ai He
Patridge, Mingo Hill; A. H. Bonney,
Area, 33,00 square miles, of which
(Continued from page fo ur).
Portland; Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Allen,
20.000 is wild land.
Mr. and Mrs. Cox, Mr. and Mrs. L.
Pullman cars run into the best j
Trout Brook.
From Oxbow
are
H. Nelson, Portland; Mr. and Mrs.
reached the well known Atkin’s sporting country.
W. C. Renwick, Miss Renwictk, Sum
Over 5„000 streams, 1,8000 lakes Automobile Hangs Over
Eight
Camps, the Libby., Slwett and Arbo
mit, N. J.; Miss Katherine S. Nice,
Camps.
At Ashland are the Ma- and 50 canoe cruises.
Ogontz, Pa.; J. A. Desmare, WestTwenty bilg hotels and a thousand
Foot Bank Close to River
11ford, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. C. E. chias and Quella Isle Camps.
public
log-cabim
camps.
Some of the record moose heads
Paine, Bath; V. A. Stahl, J. L. GarMount Kathahdln rises 5,200 feet
of recent years have been taken from
A frightful accident was that
vin, W. T. Goding, Portland; I. T.
above
the sea.
this region, deer are found in great
which took place Thursday, October
N evens, Lewiston; John Caswell, New
Golf among the clouds with deer
numbers and there are many bears,
15, in the early part of the evening
York; Mrs. Chester W. Lasell, Miiss
i Foxes and coons are common and in sight.
when two automobiles collided at
Lasell, Wbitinsville.
Five thousand canoes crossed one
an occasional bcheat or Canada Lynx
the covered bridge near M^Kenney
T. Freeman Tibbetts is home from
carry in one season.
is taken.
comer.
One was driven by W. D.
Kennebago where he has been em
Eleven and three-quarters pounds
Page of Kingfield and contained his
Washington
Qounty
ployed the past summer.
is the record brook trout.
daughter and J. E. Fogg, who is
j Lyn Carlton left Saturday morning j
One man took one thousand black
Washington County in the south
salesman for the H. W. Johns-Manfor Lewiston, where he will enter eastern part of Maine, is a vast bass on the fly in one month.
Seventy-mile canoe cruise without ville 'Company of Boston and they
the employ of the City Light & region in which big game
abound.
were coming towards Phillips. The
Powey Co.
Deer and moose are plentiful in carry.
otherr, containing Mr. and Mrs. H.
State planted two million game
Frank Giles returned from Port the territory around Grand Lake and
j E. Brown and little daughter
and
land the latter part of the wfeek and i Tunk Pond is another center of fish in one year.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. King of Leomin
Private, hatchery contributed
half
Saturday underwent an operation forj sport in this section.
ster, Mass., and driven by Mr. King
At almost any station on the Calais million game fish one year.
appendicitis at Dr. Ross’
private
was headed in the opposite direc
More deer, more moose,
more
hospital.
The patient is reported Branch of the Maine Central Rail
tion.
comfortable.
road the sportsman may alight and bears, more birds than there ever
(Continued on last page).
Charles, Harnden left
Monday find himself within easy reach o f asf were.

PARTY OF FIVE
NARROWLY ESCAPE
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GAME LAW MEN
AT WASHINGTON
Two score of fish and game com
missioners! from as many states were
in Washington recently, among them
the commissioner from Maine, at
tending national
conventions in
which they and many other people
are interested.
The first was of
the American Fisheries society and
another was of the National Assoc
iation of Game and Fish Commission
ers.
These conventions are
the
pioneers of a considerable number
that will assemble at
Washington
from this time on till well into the
winter.
Numerous propositions are
launched at these gatherings which
have to do with administration and
Con gr essi on al aotiv i ti e s.
Sec. Red fie Id addressed the Fish
eries society and advanced an idea
which, was taken up vigorously. It
was for an adequate equipment for
the United States Fish commission
and its numerous hatcheries.
He
complained, and with warrant,
that
the commission is housed at
Wash
ington in a place that would net be
accepted for a second class boarding
establishment, that the boats
and
vessels which, the commission has
to operate were practically all pur
chased second or (third hand.
He
had been a voyager on some of those
vessels and was afraid for his life.
To these scientific men he appeal
ed for assistance in spurring Con
gress to action. The secretary justi
fied this by the great importance of
tl e supply of food fishes, toward the
propagation and
maintenance of
which the government is
spending
large sums of money efficiently. The
fish and game Commissioners from
the states, acting on the motion of
George H. Graham, a member of the
Massachusetts fish and game com
mission, named a committee, headed
by William C. Adams of the Massa
chusetts commission, to make in
quiries, gather data and furnish some
specific information that might help
to replace some of the
antiquated
and dilapidated property at Wash
ington and at the many hatcheries.
Migratory Bird Law

The Association of Game and Fish
Commissioners discussed much the
migratory bird law which Congress
enacted a few sessions ago.
This
law has been severely attacked in
some sections of the country by pot
hunters and others.
Arkansas and
Missouri have
stoutly
demurred,
claiming that the law is unconstitu
tional and formidable objections were
raised in the Senate a few weeks
ago against appropriations to carry
out provisions of this law.
Senator
Reed of Missouri sought unsuccess
fully to defeat the appropriation, but
the necessary funds were
voted
eventually on the agricultural bill.
Meanwhile the validity of the migra
tory bird law is being tested in the
federal courts of the district in
which. Arkansas is situated.
The association is advised that, as
fa- as can be determined by able

lawyers the statute is valid, but it
remains that eminent lawyers in
the Senate, like Mr. Borah* of Ida
ho, predict that the statute is un
constitutional and that the
Federal
government can not legally appro
priate money to protect the birds
ot the aiir flying over the state or in
ternational boundaries.
The pos
sibility of such a contingency is be
ing met by the negotiation of a
treaty between the United States and
Great Britain, the latter acting in
behalf of Canada.
This treaty, now
ready for signature it is understood,
would, if ratified by the Senate prob
ably remove all questions about the
federal government’s right and obli
gation.
The question is quite a new one,
having bearing on jurisdiction over
the air.
Still another kindred ques
tion is being raised by hive fish com
missioners about the federal govern
ment’s authority for the protection
of fish that sbvim up rivers that
are in two or more states.
Rep.
Linthii'cum, of Maryland,, has intro
duced a bill for the protection of
migratory fish by the
government.
This would extend to shad, salmon,
sturgeon and other species that go
up the rivers, like the Connecticut
River, to spawn.—Washington Cor
respondence in Bangor Commercial.

LAST

SHOOT

OF

SEASON

Every farmer and
S U G G E S T IO N S
FOR
CARE
OF and the elimination of these causes saries of life.
for fires would be a distinct help. land oAvner should be guardians of
T IR E S W H E N
N O T IN
USE
The camper owes it to the commun trees, with the knowledge of their
D U R IN G W I N T E R M O N T H S .
Mr. L. Greenwald, head of
the
Service Department of the Firestone
Tire & Rubber Company, suggests
the following precautions to
auto
owners:
When you are through with your
car for the season, jack it up, re
move the tires from the rims, and
wash them well with soap and water
Be sure to remove all traces of oil
or grease.
The rims tooi, should be
sandpapered to remove all traces of
rust accumulation and painted with
liquid graphite.
For the best protection, the tires
should be wrapped in clean cloth or
paper and laid flat in a cool, dark
place.
If possible, storetires
where they will not be subjected to
extremes of heat and cold. A tem
perature of 40 to 60 degrees is most
favorable for avoiding chemical ac
tion in the rubber.
All Firestone tires are encased in
heavy paper at the factory, by a
special wrapping machine, to protect
them from the
deteriorating in
fluence of light until such time as
they are ready for use.
A very effective way is to wrap
them in strips of muslin or burlap,
about three inches wide. Wind these
strips around the tire aud have each
wrap lap over about one inch.
Inner tubes should be deflated., and
placed in a box, or
wrapped in a
clean cloth or paper, and laid flat
in a dark place with no Aveight rest
ing on them.
If they are left in the
tubes, they should be partly inflated.
Never let the weight of the car
rest on the tires when laying up for
the winter.
Jack it up and al
low the axles to rest on supports.
The constant weight on one part of
the tire will cause it to flatten at
that point, creasing the fabric and
greatly weakening it. If the
tires
are left on the rims, they should be
thoroughly cleaned and repaired and
only enough air pressure left in the
tubes to keep them well
rounded.
This prevents tlvem from wrinkling
or cracking.
While the car is not in use is an
opportune time to have
necessary
repairs made on tires.
It is the
repair shops slack season and, as
you are in no hurry for the re
turn of the tiresi. they can devote all
the time necessary for your job and
do It right.
Examine tires well and have all
cuts in the tread extending through
to the fabric, repaired.
By following these suggestions, you
can add many miles to the lift of
your tires.

Members of the Oakland Gun Club,
formerly the Highland Gun Club,
held a field day at tlieir Oakland
Park range Thursday, Sept. 24, it
being the closing event of a most
successful season.
The team shooting resulted as fol
lows:
W. T. White 20, L. Wardwell 19,
G. A. Lawrence 18, Walter H. Spear
22, total 79.
I>r. W. M. Spear 20, A. T. Blackington 21, A. C. McLoon 15, Roy -L.
Knowlton 21, total 77.
E. J. Wardwell 23, Thomas
J.
Foley 18, G H. Duff 18, W. W. Spear
16, total 75.
E. J. Wardwell was “ high gun” in
the day’s events, and the gold knife
offered by him for that honor went
to Dr. Walter M. Spear, who was
second high, with a score of 84.
Other prizes were awarded as fol
lows:
Half dozen thermos cups. L.
E. Wardwell; pair of hunting moc
casins, Roy L. Knowlton; two bird
books, A. T. Blackington; fish reel,
W. Wr. Spear, case of oils, Dr. W. M.
Spear.
Thie events lasted th<e entire day,
and the gunners enjoyed themselves
hugely.
Picnic dinner was served.
The Oakland Gun Club has some
ambitious plans for the future, in
S A F E T Y FOR F O R E S T S
cluding among other things the lay
ing out of a 6diole golf course and
In these days when a growing tree
construction of tennis court. Event is almost an object of veneration
ually it will be a typical country
and a primeval forest almost a thing
club, of which there are
many
•ol the past, any move to preserve
throughout the country, but none so
the forests deserves attention
and
pleasantly located as this one will
commendiation. The Federal Govern
be.
ment once again provides the funds
The gentlemen in charge deserve for safeguarding the forests
from
much credit for their enterprise.— fire by establislilng watchers on van
Courier Gazette.
tage points all through the states.

ity to see that liis camp fire ds
entirely extinguished when he leaves
it.
Every person traversing
the
wroods in a dry season oAves a duty
and may be held directly responsible
if liis carelessness starts a forest
fire.
Growing trees are
valuable
and are an asset of widespread im
portance and a “ safety first” cam
paign might well be
extended to
cover the forest areas.
FOREST

NOTES

Six thousand bushels of lodgepole
pine seed are being collected this
fall on the Arapaho national forest,
Colorado, for use in reforestration
work next Spring.
The Philippine bureau of forestry
has recently invited bids for the
cutting of nearly 300,000 acres
of
choice timberland on the public for
ests on the island of Luzon.
Officers of the Okanogan national
forest in the state of
Washington
are installing poAverful signal lant
erns for night use in reporting for
est fires from lookout peaks.
It is said that the first sawmill in
ti e United States Avas at JamestoAA-n,
from which sawred boards Avere ex
ported in June, 1607. A Avater->power saAvmdll Avas in use in 1625 near
the present site of Ricllmond.
California yew which, groAvs on the

national forests of that state is find
ing some use in present-day archery
practice.
Its qualities closely re
semble those of the old-world yew
which made the English
long-hioAv
famous in mediaval times.
The Supreme Court of Pennsylvan
ia lias decided that the amount of
damage collectible on growing tim
ber set on fire through negligence
is not only the value of the Avood de
stroyed.. but also the injury to the
property as a whole through the de
struction of the young groAvth.

ENCOURAGE
HOME FORESTRY
There Should Be No Such Thing as
Waste Wood Lots
Winter Hill, Mass.,
October 1914.
It should be the highest interest of
every town to encourage the slpirit
of home forestry.
This means to
encourage the acquaintance
with
trees and a system for the preserva
tion of woodlands and forests. There
should be a larger use and improve
ment for reproduction and perpetual
preservation of woodlands.
Every town has the opportunity to
see how' a little science and private
enterprise can make the towns rich
er, and the care of woodlands will
become the salvation of the people.
In many toAwns there are large
areas of woodlands that are deteri
orating, there being wasteful use of
lumber and lack of proper fire pro
tection.
Through ignorance of man
woodland owners, they have disre
garded the future yield, and in con
sequence many of the small popu
lated towns are fast becoming de
nuded of woodlots and are without
the protection of the trees as wind
breaks and the sources of fertility are
cut off.
There should be no such thing as
waste wood-lets,, and the robbing of
the landscape of its green beauty.
The tracts of wood'an ds are fitted
by nature to be a source of benefit,
giving to mankind the vital neces-

It is a matter wherein the United
States co-operates with the various
states and as far as possible insures
forests agains tany devastating fires.
All the New England states except
Rhode Island, are included in the
plan which has thus far proven in
valuable in detecting the inception
of forest fires so that the fire ward
ens in the toAvns may hasten to the
spot upon being notified and,
by
bringing their forces of fire fighters
early upon the scene, prevent any
serious destruction. What this means
in the lieavlly-wooded sections
in
New Hampshire and Maine
may
readily be understood.
The preser MiiiiiimiiiiiiimmiiiiuiiiimiiiimiimiiHiimiiimiiiiiiiiiimmimtiimiimmiiim
vation of the forests in the districts
which are the headquarters of the
main rivers is essential and inciden
tally the scenic advantage of forest
preservation is no small item. There
434 Congress St.,
is every reason why good tracts of
j
PO
R
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forest should remain uncut, or if cut,
|
E
rected
in
1911, and p o s itiv e ly the only" I
should be thinned out rather
than
F ire p r o o f H otel in the C ity
devastated after tine manner of re | E levator S ervice. P riv a te and P u b lic I
cent operations of the woodsmen.
| Baths and e v e r y convenien ce for the com - |
The general public’s part in this 1 fo r t o f srnests in clu d in g
I
forest preservation is a due care in 1 HOT AN D COLD RUNNING
W A TE R A N D LOCAL AND I
preventing tine inception of fires.
DISTANCE TELE- 1
Each person owes a duty to tine 1 LONG
country in this.
Tine carelessness J PHONE IN E V E R Y ROOM 1
of campers in building camp fires in | SPLEN DID R E S T A U R A N T CONNECTED 1
the woods and the thoughtlesness of | F E ATU R IN G P O P U L A R PRICE MENUS |
trappers or travelers through
the | A m erican Plan *2 .5 0 p er day, npw ard |
| European Plan *1 .0 0 per day. n p w a rd |
forest districts in casting
aAvay = Letter* o f inquiry reg-ardlnir rate* e t c ., prom ptly anew ered E
smouldering matches or cigars are J H. E. TH U R STO N . R. F. HIMMF.LEIN, §
P rop rietors.
,
both responsible for much damage,
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To the Editor of Maine Wooas:

! Catering to “ Up State” Folks!

c.

benefit, and having some of worship
of the beautiful in their hearts.
Failmers take great pride irn their
garden and wheat crops, they all
cost human labor.
Could not
the
t
same amount of Labor be devoted to
woodlands and to waste lands and
make them profitable?
Like all
other great undertakings, there will
•be obstacles to overcome before the
fullest measure of success is reali
zed.
The conservation
of
' the
town’s natural resources and
their
proper use is a problem for every
citizen to bring about a reform of
the present wasteful methods of the
woodlands, and resources), such as
timber, soils and fertility.
One thing is perfectly certain. If
•every town were devoted to the
largest possible growth of pine trees
on waste lands they would* give the
greatest value, and in a few years
of many times greater value. More
than other crops that of pine trees
are the most valuable trees, and to
bring them to perfection, they will
yield the greatest and best product,
of timber.
They should never be
destroyed, only by removing super
abundant and inferior trees, and at
the same time planting successors.
The greatest menace to the wast
ed Avood-lotsi. is tlmt. the rubbish left
in the ground following the wood and
lumber operations, should be looked
after as they are the dry combusti
bles.
Many fires have started in
the waste heaps adn spreading from
these fires to
other AA'ood lots.
Carelessness is r esponsible for
a goodly
percentage of
the
fires.
If every man and
boy
w'ould take up the' proper manage
ment of protecting the Avoods from
fires, this Avould so help to build up
an effective forest protective sys
tem.
While forestry is the function of
government its influence is spreading
throughout all the states, but there
is needed the co-operation of the cit
izens of country towns to help to in
crease the usefulness of the natural
resources o f their
home towns.
This great advantage will enrich
the future and increase the condi
tions of the highest possible health
for the human race.
Agnes L. Scott.

TiiiiniiiiiiinMiiimuiiiiiimimiiMiHMimiHMiiiimiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiimiiiimiiiui

President Wilson, cn October 1st,
approved the recommendations of the
United States Department of Agricul
ture In making certain changes in
open seasons on water foAvl in sev
eral of the states.
The new' sea
sons in the states
where these
changes have been made are as fol
lows:
In Connecticut, Idaho, Nevada,
New Mexico, New York, Pennsyl\*ania
and West Virginia*, the open season
is October 1 to January 15; in Kan
sas, Missouri, Oklahoma, from Sep
tember 15 to Januairy 31; In Massa
chusetts and Rhode Island, October
1 to December 31; in Texas, October
15 to January 31, and In the Dis
trict of Columbia, November 1
to
January 31.
All dates
inclusive.
The Mississippi and Missouri rivers
are left open until January L, 1915.
The American Game Protecti\'e As
sociation of New York has prepared
a complete circular giving seasons
in all states which will be sent on
request.

THAT “ TIRED FEELING1’
Is Often Unnatural.
An extra hard day’ s work may tire
you. But if the close o f every day finds
you worn and w eary—your system
needs a TONIC.
“ L. F .” A tw ood ’ s Medicine taken
daily, drives away that “ tired feelin g.”
It has helped New England folks earn
the name o f being “ tireless w orkers,”
and Mrs. Brown’ s letter tells why it
has become their favorite tonic.
W est Farmington. M e.:
~ “ As my mother, Mrs. Smith, is writ
ing in praise o f you r“ L. F .” A twood’s
Mediciue, I, too, would like to tell you
that I think it one o f the best house
hold remedies. I consider it one o f the
best tonics on the m arket.”
(Signed) Mrs. Ida Brown.
The Big Bottle costs only 35 cents.
Trial Bottle FREE.
“ L. F .” M EDICINECO. Portland, Me.

M A IN E

MAINE’S FAMOUS
SUMMER RESORT
Casco Bay Did Not Reach Its Usual
Work Owing To Disagreeable
Weather
In a recent issue of tine Portland
Sunday Press and Times is the fol
lowing retrospection on the summer
tourist business at the popular re
sort, Ca&co Bay:
Now that summer, like the “ cares
that infest the day” in Longfellow’s
poem, lias folded her tents
and
stolen silently from our midst, it
might not come amiss to review the
happenings of the past three months
as a sort of solemn rite for the de
parted.
For that sumkner has de
parted, no one questions. The fallish
' chilliness in the air these last few
mornings, the cold, clear
blueness
and pinkness of the sky at sunset
time- the re-appearance of the mack
inaw and sweater, and a dozen kin
dred tokens bear testimony to that
fact.
And it may be stated that
she has left one feeling in the
breasts of all Maine people alike, a
feeling of bitter
disappointment.
Could she hear the maledictions that
have been hurled at her by every
hotel and boarding-housekeeper
in
Casco bay, by every tourist, every
fisherman, every automobilist, every
devotee of motor boating, the shame
less jadq would undoubtedly chuckle
with even more malicious glee than
that which. now animates her. For
she certainly has played a trick
upon everyone, set everyone’s plans
awry, and made the profits nil in
many summer places that have never
before seen an unsuccessful season.
To speak with strict honesty, now
that the sulmmier is all but
over,
most hotel proprietors wlil admit to
you that it has been aan unusually
dull year.
There are a few staunch
Republicans who will lay this unsat
isfactory condition of affairs to the
Democratic tariff, or to the business
upheaval for which they believe the
administration to have been respon
sible.
But the bulk of them
will
turn to with one accord and call
down anathemas upon the weather—
spelled, if you please, with a cap
ital W—because in
their
inmost
hearts they know' that their ill luck
results from the fact that summer
turned loose her whole pandora box
of weather imps early in June.
There have been 57 different varie
ties of weather this summer, and all
of them bad varieties.
And be
cause of this fact the safes in the
summer hotel offices are not a
tempting prey for any midnight ma
rauder.
The worst feature of this summer
is that there hasn’t been aany sum
mer at all. In late April and early
May when the hotel proprietors were
taking down their shutters, sweep
ing off tibeir piazzas ordering their
edibles, and in other ways making
preparation for the season’s cam
paign, summer held out
a little
encouragement.
Just at that time
there were several days hot enough
to make clerks perspiring on their
office stools, tired business men, and
overworked housewives sigh for the
sea breeze.
There were days that
drove these same clerks, business
men, etc., to promise themselves a
couple week’s vacation at the sea
side a little later in the summer—
July, perhaps.
There were even
days so distressingly hot that these
city dwellers packed their trunks and
got already to depart for the region
glowingly eulogized as “ Maine, the
playground of America.”
And that
was just what summer wanted.
As
soon as their preparations
were
almost, completed, as s>oon as the
hotel men had patted themselves, mf
aphorically speaking, upon the back,
at the prospect of .thfys influx of
trade, she released her first install
ment of bad weather.
It was fog,
fog, from morning until night. The
unfortunate cottagers who had
al
ready established themselves i.n their
summer homes, berad the wailing of
the fog horn, and the forlorn shrieks
of the steamboat whistles from 12
midnight again.
This fog, summer
considerably varied with an occas
ional drizzle, that increased
every
sixth or seventh day to a
steady
downpour.
And whhat happened? The finery
came out of the tourists’ trunks and
was hung back in their closets. The
threatened raid of Maine resorts waat
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indefinitely postponed.
The hotel
men ruefully turned out their empty
pockets, and thrust them in again an)
with a courage born of highly com 
mendable optimism assured
them
selves that such a run of baad luck
couldn't last forever.
But it was just exactly on that
scare that summer fooled them. Her
store was practically inexhaustible,
and she proceeded to bring out rain
and fog and fog and rain in alterna
tion, until every Casco bay dweller
was well nigh Worn out in the pro
cess.
Occasionally she would grant
a clear day as an unexpected boon,
but even then the temperature was
usually so cold that people were glad
to hug the open fire and toast marsh
mallows in preference to boating, or
bathing, or tennis, wihidhh are the
average summer amusements.
And now that the summer of
1914 is over it must be admitted that
the season is the most forlorn Cfesco
bay has ever known.
Exact fig
ures are pretty ihard to get at, and
it doesn’t do to make too sle e p in g
statements, but suffice it to
say
that very few proprietors go about
boasting of the successful year
they shave had.
There may be half
a dozen of the houses in the bay
where business lias been somewhere
near up to the standard, but the
rest of the tree or four score will
acknowledge receipts far below these
cf any recent summer.
The people who own their cottages
and come to an island, season after
season, have been there this year,
as usual, and so the social structure
of the various colonies has
been
practically unaltered. But the birds
of passage—these have been
con
spicuous chiefly by their
absence.
The tourist whose custom it has bee
to spend a few days at this resort
and a few' days at next getting a
little taste of all the different kinds
of summer life, has confined
lids
peregrinations to places as far away
from. Casco bay as possible.
And the motorist, who in previous
summers has found trips to Orrs
and Harpsw'ell delightful diversions,
lias also been missing from our quot
of nrom er guests.
There
have
been more unoccupied cottages in
Casco bay this season than ever be
fore.
Vacant cottages were a rare
sighiht last summer and summer be
fore last.
This year there
has
been one vacant cottage for every
four or five that have been rented. *
Every other summer there have
been two or three weeks when the
proprietors of the larger hotels and
also of some of the smaller summer
houses have been obliged to find
room in the cottages for their guests
because all accommodations were
taken.
There are perhaps
two
hotels in the bay that can
boast
of .such a felicitiou^ condition of af
fairs this year, and then it lasted
for three or four days "at the most
instead of for i fori night.
Strangely enough on several
of
the islands it has been..the smaller
houses that have reaped what har
vest there has been, and perhaps
this fart may be attributed to the
“ hard times” which exist as a figmnte of everyone’s imagination, if
not as an actuality.
For the prices
in the smaller houses, of course,
range far below those in the more
pretentious establishments. In other
instances, however, this
condition
has been reversed.
The
large
houses have had the big patronage,
the smaller houses have had to con
tent themselves with the droppings
from their richer neighbors’ tables—
that is, with the few guests who did
not care to meet the rates of the
big houses.
The only possible ex
planation of this is the fact that cer
tain o f the larger hotels have an es
tablished clientele of
well-to-do
people who come from season
to
season, and upon whom
fluctuating
finances or even the variableness of
the weather have little effect. These
people have been coming
every
summer for a dozen years or more,
have their circle of friends
whom
they are accustomed to meet
at
this particular house, and their faveite diversions which hold out al
lurement each year. Other of the
small -houses too, have certain guests
who pass their two or three weeks’
vacation there with unfailing regu
larity, and who arrived this summer
according to custom.
But the houses, big and
little,
which depend upon transient trade,
have scanty coffers this August. For
the transient trade is represented
by the algebraic symbol—X, the un
known quantity.
One hotel proprie
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tor of a good sized accustomed to Sims, set himself in 1901 to focus
entertain 60 transients, at least, on the new movement in our navy.
the average sumlmer Sunday, boasts
He found an enthusiastic support
only 48 for his largest day this year, er in Mr. Roosevelt; a new office of
and there have been plenty of Sun target practice was established with
days when he has counted himself Capt. Sims at its head; and with
lucky if 10 or 15 strangers came in the new devices and Methods the
for dinner.
The ice cream shops, navy started in to change the old Announces Candidacy For Game
too,, have noticed the difference woe individual
go-as-you-please art of
Commissioner
fully.
The dimse and nickles which gunnery into a modern science, with
were wont to drop into their cash a corps of expert specialized gun
boxes with such an agreeable clink pointers and loaders, knit
into a
Game Warden George Dyer of
have been diverted into other chan slmioothily^running human
machine, Franklin, in Hancock county, was a
nels this season.
If they had dis controlled by one directing
-mind, visitor to Bangor, Friday, calling up
pensed hot coffee and doughnuts in using the most up-to-date scientific
on the game inspectors at the Un
stead of ice cream and cool drinks aids.
ion station.
Mr. Dyer is a veteran
they might indeed have snatched vic
The methods of building this hu of the Maine woods., although lie
tory from the teeth of defeat, and man machine are most suggestive.
had something to show for their First of all,, conditions are standard does not appear to be more than 50
For 48 years he has
summer’s business.
As for souven ized—ranges, rules, guns, times, in years of age.
hunted in the woods of Maine and his
irs, there has been little
demand tervals, targets—so that thie hits
memory of the chase of deer
and
for these in comparison with other and scores and percentages can be
moose dates back further than the
summers.
For if people do
not computed exactly.
With these def present game laws.
come to a place they certainly won’t inite measurements of success, the
uprehase souvenirs—which is
dis men start in on a game, as com
Though it may seem, strange, ac
tinctly a truism, andneeds no further petitive as golf or base ball squadron cording to modem ideas, Mr. Dyer
defense.
against squadron, ship against ship, is of the opinion that hunting deer
Then* too, the cottagers are an turret against turret, finally the in with dogs had some advantages over
other class who have a little com dividual against all others with med the modern method of still hunting.
plaint to lodge against summer on als and trophies to commemorate the A trained dog almost always drives
their own account.
A great many winners’ feats.
And then, in prop a deer into a lake or stream, where
of them have been in the habit of er recognition of the increased value the hunter can get a fair shot, with
turning an honest penny in mid-sum of increased efficiency, cash prizes little danger of shooting anyone in
Mr. Dyer has seen
mer by letting rooms to
tourists and higher ratings at larger pay a- the underbrush.
a man and dog get a deer into the
whom- neither hotels nor
boarding wait the successful.
houses could accommodate.
And
Whereas the whole North Atlan water in this way, the man finally
there hasn’t been a ghost
of a tic Squadron had to close up to landing the deer by knife slashing
His am
chance to realize anything by such 2000 yards to hit a
lightship 10 the animal in the throat.
a proceeding this summer.
years ago, the New Hampshire in munition had become wet, and this
Probably at a maxdurn estimate 1911 demolished the old San Marcos was his only chance of dispatching
there has been only a half or three at a distance of more than six the buck,
quarters as much business in -Oasc-o miles in about the time it takes to
Walter I. Neal of the state fish
bay this season as in any summer tell of it; at that range with con and game commission, Waldo,, has
before for eight or 10 years at least. ditions of temperature, atmosphere, just returned from Washington where
And as a result hotel men, real es steadiness of platform, skill of gun he attended a meeting of the fish
tate men, shopkeepers, and summer pointers, etc., all perfect, 43 per and game commissioners
of
the
residents who haven’t had their ac cent of hits would be “ par
golf” United States.
He will spend a
customed good time because of a —whereas examination showed
33 few days at his home in Waldo.
dearth of sociability, have one im per cent of certain hits, and the ex
Five deer arrived at the Union
mense accumulated grouch on the amining board stated that so much
station between Thursday
evening
summer of 1914.
of the ship was shot away that the
and Friday afternoon, which is a
But the fact that so many rooms’ other 10 per cent between tlhiis and
fair day’s shipment for this early in
were cancelled on account of the perfection might easily have
.been
the season.
cold or fog, and so many visitors re there; during the last “ battle prac
Most of the deer received at the
turned home prematurely for the tice,” the fleet scored about 93 per
same reason, may be taken to indi cent of hits; in 1896 one shot a Bangor station thus far have been
cate that if the Ooddess
summer minute from a six-inch gun
was shot by non-resident hunters, who
turns a fair face to us in
1915> good work; to-day we fire eight a have passed through the city with
Casco bay may easily retrive her minute; even at the vast range of out stopping to identify their game,
seven to eight miles (almost double or else have shipped it to their
losses of the current year.
them
what is usual in other navies) ou~ homes without going along
selves.
Residents of Maine, who
gunners
expect
to
reach
their
marl
S YST EM OF GUN P O I N T I N G
fee,
with one out of every three shots do not have to pay a license
must accompany their game to the
and
we
have
such
rceords
as
tb
ia
>
*
Science of Controlling FiOe Adopted
of the 12-inch guns in one of
the station, or be there to identify it in
by American Navy Was Learn
the presence of the game warden.
South
Carolina’s
turrets.
Which
scor
ed From Engjland.
John E. Bowden of Hancock, one
ed 16 hits out of 16 shots in fom
minutes and 31 seconds (in 1901 5 oi the best known wardens of the
As far back as 1866 the navy de
1-3 minutes was allowed
between state), having been for two years one
partment had issued a large volume shots) and that of the
Arkansas of the game inspectors at Union sta
on Target Practice layind down a
announced
with six perfect shots from 12-in.c.h tion in this city, has
system of training and Rules of Fire, guns in 57 seconds.
that he will he a candidate for ap
whose principles were
essentially
pointment to the inland
fisheries
those of to-day.
And the telescope
M A IN E
A U TO M O B ILE
ASSOCIA and game commission which board
sight—the very keystone of modern
will be filled by appointment
by
T IO N .
gunnery,, invented by Lieut, (now
Gov-elect Curtis early in his coming
Rear Admiral) Bradley A. Fiske—
Mr. Bowden is con
Protest Against the Proposied
Na administration.
was tried out on the Yorktown
as
ducting an active campaign of sup
tional Automobile Tax.
early as 1892.
Now these and many
port.
He has been a lifelong Dem
other ideas were taken up in earn
a party worker
Protesting against the proposed ocrat and always
est.
The most important change
tax on automobiles and the
new and it is to. his credit that during
of all came, it is declared, from the
revenue bill now before
Congress, the last 40 years he has attended
cousins across the water, who gav-e
the Maine Automobile Association, every Democratic State convention
us the first impetus toward a navy.
through its president W. B. Parker but one.
Admiral Sir Percy Scott of the
of Portland, to-day telegraphed the
Mr. Bowden has had varied exv
English navy worked out years ago
two Maine senators and the
four perienices which admirably fit hi ill
the “ spotting” system of controlling
Maine Congressmen, asking them to for Hie work of a game commission
gun flj.ring; a pointer at each gun,
use every effort to prevent the tax er.
In his younger days he follow
who keeps his sight on the target
being imposed.
The telegram reads ed the sea, making voyages to the
and a fire control officer Who sounds
as follows:
Grand Banks summers and going
a buzz-er at each gun, whereupon the
winters to South America,
South
The
Maine
Automobile
Association
pointer fires— and the officer spots
representing nearly 3,000 motorists i Africa, and the West Indies.
For
the shots and changes the range as
required.
Admiral Scott, while on the State of Maine, requests that 14 consecutive summers he went to
Grand Banks, enduring many
thie China system, imparted this sys you use every endeavor to prevent tb
Later he
unjust taxation of automobiles in hardships on those trips.
tem to an American.. Capt. W. S.
revenue bill now pending before opened up a livery stable in Han
cock, which he continued
several
Congress.
The Association also wired the Ba years until the railroad and automo
State Automobile Association cover bile brought about a less demand for
ing all of Massachusetts .and the the business and he turned to guid
Automobile Association of Vermont ing, later being appointed a war
den.
The winter,, seven or eight
to make similar protests.
The proposed billl calls for a tax years ago, when this section of the
of 50 cents per horsepower on auto state was covered with one of the
mobile sales, and, in view of the thickest blankets of snow in recent
fact that automobiles are now sub years,, Mr. Bowden traveled across .
jected to both a state as well as a country on snow shoes from Franklin
local tax, it is' dedlared by motor to Princeton, a distance , of about
ists that the addition of a third tax 135 miles, which he covered in five
men
ranging from $10 to $30 be highly days, a feat many younger
Oppoiite State House, Boston, Mass.
unjust.
If this tax were to become would have halted at. It was feared
Offers room with hot and
a law. it would mean that every 'that the moose and deer were not
cold water for $1.00 per day
new’ Ford owner, using that car as wintering well on account of the
and up, which includes free
an example, would have to pay an severity of the winter and the trip
use of public shower baths.
additional tax of over $11, while was taken for the purpose of ascer
Nothing to Equal This in New England
the larger cars wd'th the
greater taining this and if any illegal hunt
horsepower would have to pay pro ing was going on.
Rooms with private bathe
for $1.50 per day and up;
portionately mere.
The great bur
While on duty at Union station
suites o f two rooms and bath
den of the tax however would fall Mr. Bowden won many friends by
for $4.00 per day and up.
upon the owners of the small car, 1his uniform courtesy and his friends
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF many of whom would be unable to
here believe he would make a first
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
stand the extra cost of owning an class game commissioner and perform
Send fo r Booklet
automobile made necessary by the the duties of the office with, dignity
STORER F. GRAFTS
Get..
M *..g rr
proposed bill.
and ability.—Bangor Commercial.

HUNTED FORTY
EIGHT YEARS

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

j
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Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and|Cam ps
A re delightfully situated on shore o f Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to R angeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
biles- being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Pailin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of fou r miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season T he house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. T he cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain clim bing autom obiling. etc.
W rite for (booklet.

H. P. M cK EN N E Y, P ro p r ie to r .

Jackm an, Maine

A re You Going Hunting?
If so, write me the number of persons in your party,
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you

THE

EXACT

COST

of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut
rates to all tlufing October and November. I will also
send you names of parties who have hunted here that
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.

Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine
The G arry P on d G am ps

YORK C A M P S ,

Furnished camps and furnished cook places will
be opened for the hunters October first, MoBt
all heavy supplies will be fo r sale at the Camps.
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some
moose and bears. W rite for information to

RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.

FISHING

OTTER POND CAMPS

AT

John CJarviHe’s (Sam ps
at Spring L ake

Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.,
Caratunk, Me.

Z Salmon, Bquare tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores o f
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, PIERCE POND CAMPS will be run during hunt
purest o f spring water and the table is first-class, ing season by Mrs. C. A. Spalding and daughter.
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
No better place in Maine for Deer, Bear and
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria Birds. Low rates as possible. For particulars
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
Address, Mrs. C. A. Spalding,
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
Caratunk, Maine
streams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
Bummer resort. Telephone communications with
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff, Me.
Best o f Fly Fishing for Square Tail Trout.
Also Trolling and Deep W ater Fishing for large
Togue Private log Cabins neatly furnished for
J IM P O N D G A M P S
each party. Best o f table vegetables, milk,
cream and poultry products from Camp Farm
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
Send for Booklet
W. H- BEAN, Proprietor,
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard Gerard, Somerset County. Maine.

road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
for booklet.
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.

W E S T
EEIN D
H O TE L
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
Portland,
Maine

Hunting at A1 Wing’s Camps
Will open for hunting Oct. 1. Camp situated
on north shore o f Flagstaff lake. No buckboarding, motor boat to cross lake. Best of DEER and
BIRD hunting. Telephone in camp.
Write to A . P. W ING'
Flagstaff, Maine.

TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
If yov want to know what is what in the Hunt
ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper.

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only
cents. Every issue is crammed full o f valuable
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports 60
information on Hunting. Trapping, Fishing. Taxi
dermy. eto., that could not be ob.ained elsewhere
men. All farm, dairy products, pork at
any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted.
and poultry from our own farm, enabl S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept. M „ Huntington,
W. Va.
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
American plan. Send for circular.
On Rangeley Lake.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNT1C HOUSE
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
AND LOG CAMPS.
route. Tavern all year. Lake View H'&use
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing region. tuly 1 to Oct.
Special June and Septemher rates. Booklet.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
MRS. F. B. BURNS. j
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,

Raugeiey, Maine.

DEAD R IV E R REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’ s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. —Best of hunting—Special rates for
Jun*3, September, October and Novem
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
ber—Write for Booklet.
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
OUANANICHE LODGE.
Pleasant Island,
Maine.
Grand L ake S tream , W ash in gton Co.. Me.

PLEASANT ISLAND CAM P?

W orld wide known for its famous fishing,
vacation and hunting country.
N orw ay Pines House and Camps, Dobsis Lake
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. From there one can takesteam e; t=
any part of the laxe territory. The best hunt
ing. fishing and vacation section of beautiful
W ashington Co. Address for particulars W. G.
R OSE. Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to
April 1st.

CHASE POND CAMPS. Now is the
time to plan your 1914
dug. Why
not take a trip to the real P in e Woods?
Camps reached same day from Boston.
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins!
Raies reasonable. Write for booklet.
GUl CHADOIJRNE. Prop..

Bingham, Maine (

RANGELEY LAKES
Gamp Bemis. The Birches. The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.

VIA RUMFORO FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADW ICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
hast trout fishing in Maine.
CHA.S. N. HILL & SON. Managers.

BIG RESULTS
from

sm all ads

.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?
LoolFarouncJ and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham
mock or something else you don’t want.

Someone else is sure to want it
We have sold things for others, and we can do the
same for you. Kates one cent a word in advance.
Address, Classified Department,
M AINE WOODS,
Phillips, Maine

P H IL L IP S ,
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wild and awful events this beautileave.
They found there was no
name on his collar, but
several
ful dog came to them and refused to
numbers one of a western city and
they wrote these and advertised in
BY FLY ROD
different papers but could learn, of
no one who claimed this beautiful
creature and they gave him
the
name
of
Frisco
and
lie
has
never
come
one
of
the
most
beautiful
and
St. Anthony’s Cottage,
desirable locations on the lake she re left his new and kind friends who ,
P lull ip s, Me., Oct. 14, 1914.
prize him highly and take great care I
The tourist wiho Ira® never been in for the summer cottager.
Twelve years!
During all this of him.
Maine iin the autumn has missed a
rare treat.
In no part of
North time many thousand of dollars lias,j When this place was purchased it
America it is said., can the autumn been spent on the place, until now was beyond the read on the south j
painting of the trees and shrubs iin one finds “ over on the other side shore of the lake, hut at his own exsuch a riot of colors be found as of the lake,” not only a big farm |pense and across liis own fartm Major
at this time in New England.
The well uider cultivation, but one of |Harrison lias built over a mil^i of
date good automobile road and as there
crimson maple, the golden
birch the largest and most uip to
sanitary
barns
in
this
part
of
the is only about two and a half miles
and poplar, the purple ash are every
where associated with the evergreen state, with high bred stock, cows, more o f road needed on that side
of the lake to the South Rangeley
di spruce and pine affording a blend sheep, pigs, etc.
station no doubt the day is not far
The
Major
has
lor
their
own
use
of autumn coloring rare in beauty an
three private camps so well built distant before the road will be con
charm.
Why not every one join in the and comfortably furnished and fin tinued and as South Rangeley is
the only about three miles from Oquos-.
“ Boom for Maine?”
There is no ished, they can llgner until
soc, it would not require so very
other place in all this country that snow comes if they wish.
many
more miles c f highway to be
There
is
a
cottage
for
the
careoffers so many attractions for health
and haptpinese.
What if we are to keeper, who lives^ on the place the built and then one couldby carriage
be snowbound for the winter months year around, to look after the stock, or automobile, drive completely ano
attend to the farming, etc.
And round Rangeley Lake,, which
Maine is a' good place even then.
this is not aid, for the grounds have doubt will be what the tourist can !
Although our Maine law wisely say been cleared on the lake shore and do in the. year 1925, and that then “
“no hunting on Sunday” it does not hundreds of tens of rocks used to “ Ethelwald” will be one of the most
forb’ d the transportation of game build a strong wall along the shore, popular summer colonies in the Ran
on that day and last Sunday after where two of the best wharfs have geleys.
I spent the n glit with my friends
Just beyond the pri
noon an automobile, withh a deer been built.
and
an enjoyable visit.
In
tine
strapped on each side attracted vate camps with a large lot of land
much attention as it passed through and a fine vegetable garden for each morning with them in their tourin®
com car in less than half an hour we
this village, stopping long enough the Major has this summer
rode around the lake over to
the
pleted
and
furnished
the
third
hand
to take on miore .gasoline. The fol'-wing were the party in a
Reo some cottage which are for sale or village, where by telephone their
Unless one has the plea orders had been given for needed
machine, Messrs. Morris
Morse, to rent.
Mel] and Ernest Murch o f North sure of visiting the place they can supplies and with a hearty wish for
Jay.
They left their home Satur have no idea what expensive and many more years of health, happin
day morning and went to Eustis and beautifully furnished cottages these ess and prosperity to my friends, I
and
out on the road to Chiailn of Ponds. are, finished in hard wood, bath said good bye at the wharf
took
the
morning
boat
for
a
trip
indeed
They saw six deer and shot a buck rooms, etc., and fortunate
down
the
lakes.
are
those
who
in
-s-umjmer
are
“
at
and a doe and traveled 125 miles.

Fly Rod’s Note Rook

That is surely good hunting!
I am glad that Maine now’ has an
“ Association Opposed to Suffrage for
Women” and that in Portland, “ that
beautiful city by the sea,” they are
taking an active interest in
the
matter.
The president is Mrs. S.
W. Thaxter and the secretary, Mrs.
Geo. S. Hobbs., both well known
ladies.
The women of Maine do not want
to vote and why should they be com
pelled too? How many are acquaint
ed with the Constitution of
the
Lnited States or know of the science
of government?
How many are un
able to discriminate between muni
cipal State or National matters be
tween philanthroipc, benevolent in
dustrial and poitical objects'
Would it hlpe to “ purify politics”
for women to vote, half as much as
it would if they helped to
make
better homes and were interested not
in helping to vote for any party,
but in making known the te s t men in
any one party?
Recently this matter has come mor
before my notice than ever before,
and I am glad to say I believe I
understand thp question well enough
to know I am on the right side and
am opposed to Suffrage for Women.
Many times this pest summer wh 1
at the Rangeleys I have heard the
ladies at tlve different places speak
oi the subject and strange as it
may seem, I met only two and they
were both from New York,
who
wish to vote.
In the country villages of Maine
the women seem to be on the right
side of the ma ter and do not want
to vote.
It wras a perfect clay in September
and I was at Rangeley., when the in
vitation to visit my friends Maj. and
Mrs. Duncan B. Harrison at “ Ethelwald” was given;- I was most happy
to accept.
Taking the
steamboat
“ Rangeley” when it left for
the
noon train at South Rangeley,
I
asked Capt. Hamlin, “ Do you land
at Maj. Harriscn’s wharf?” and I
could but wonder as he answered,
“ Most certainly if there are
pas
sengers,” if it is known to
how
many places, the boat lands on Ran
geley lakes and what a great eon*
veniience it is to the cottagers to
have such, exce’llent service.
When we reached th wharf Major
and Mrs. Harrison were there
to
welcome me, and as never before I
realized the wonderful beauty of
“ Ethelwald.”
It was only twelve
years ago that Major Harrison pur
chased. 200 acres of land on
the
.south shore of the lake.
It was a
strange, wild wilderness spot, “ over
on the other side of the lake,” as
the folks said, but now it has be

home” there.
For several seasons
one of these cottages have
been P A R T Y OF F I V E H A V E N A R R O W
ESCAPE.
rented by Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas
(Continued from page f i v e ) .
Hoops, who have come from
their
■western home in Chicago, 111.,
to
It is a blind stretch o f road and
spend weeks here, and they think neither of the drivers saw the other
there is not another as beautiful and until they were well on each, other.
desirable spot to he found in all the The hind wheel 0$ the Page car
land, and they plan to come annual clinched with the forward wheel of
the other, and the steering gear
ly.
Among those whom.' they have en was broken asd the King car swuqg
tertain £d as happy guests this sea to one side over the bank, which
son are William Hoops, Mrs. Agnes is about eight feet high.
The two
Jocelyn, Dr. and Mrs. T. B. Wiggin ladies ard child
were on the
of their own city and the last of back seat and the gentlemen
in
September their old friend, Mrs. J . front.
They were all thrown out
E. Blabcn of Farmington was their some distance, but Mr. King was
guest for ten days.
in some way carght in the wheel and
From up on the hillside at the had to extricate himself after the
cost of hundreds of dollars, pipes machine stopped.
have been laid and the pure spring
It is thought no serious injuries
water taken to all the camps.
will result to any of the party, al
When sitting on the veranda I though they are pretty badly shaken
noticed a most wonderful tree, which up and sore this morning,
Mrs.
a lover of trees wculd willingly go Brown seeming to sustain the worst
miles to admire, a Colorado blue injuries in her back.
/
spruce and mI think the only one in
In looking at the place
where
this part of the state. There are the machine went, and where it
several real English
walnut and might have gone* it is nothing leas
pecan trees and the pretty bitter than a miracle that any of the
sweet vine and roses, phlox, asters occupants are alive.
and beautiful flowers are blooming al
After pitching to the brink, Mr.
about the place.
These rare trees King states that the car
almost
had been sent as gifts from friends stopped for an instant, and that
and could they but see them in if he had had a foot more room he
all their beauty as they grow o-n could have prevented the accident
the she re of one cf our Maine lakes The car was a Buick.
would they not be surprised and de
It is impossible this morning to
lighted?
estimate the damages to the car.
Major Harrison ciho^e fer
the
After the accident Mr. Page took
name of this estate on
Rangeley them to Madrid to the home of Mr.
lake “ Ethelwald,” in honor of his and Mrs. Brown, where the Kings
charming wife who was ti e daugh
ter of the la<e, Rear Admiral Alr
This can certainly be called a
len and who with Admiral and Mrs. hair breadth escape from death for
Allen spent a number of years trav aP concerned in the accident.
eling in Europe. Most
delightfully
It was stated by Mr. Fogg that the
hospitable are Major and Mrs. Har power on the King car was still on
rison and among those they have when the car stopped and that it
entertained this season were
Rt. was running in high speed, undoubt
Rev. William H. Vibbert, pastor of edly to make the hill which was aTrinity Chapel New York City; Rev. head of them.
Mr. Page coming
Dr. Lawrence T, Cole, Rector of St. down the hill was probably
also
Agathis Chapel and c f Trinity School running at good speed.
In an acci
Albert Dreyfcus and son Howard, dent of this kind It is pretty hard
Russell Brown, Mrs. George A. Ludin! to get at real facts as there axe
Mrs. Jay Taylor Ac-hiby, also
New always so many stories in circulation
York friends.
Mr. King has notified the select
All about the camps are bric-a- men of Phillips that he shall ex
brac and handsome and
wonderful, pect damages, but they have not yet
curios from this and many foreign looked the situation over.
The
lands.
Major and Mrs.
Harrison claim is made thait there
should
came from their New York Lome in have been a railing at the head
tbeir tonring car, for whdchi
they of the bridge.
.
have built a garage, and their dog
Another automobile accident near
Frisco, goes with them.
“ Frisco” M. H. Davenport’s the same evening
is a wonderful deg with a history. put the
Ford machine of
Ed.
He is a full blooded Italian
gray Smith’s,, sawyer for
Abbott &
hound:, and a great pet.
When the Cleaves out of commission.
Wo
great earthquake and fire occurred understand the steering gear broke
in San Francisco, Major and Mrs. and the machine went into a bank,
Harrison were in the ci/ty aand lost damaging the front part of the
many valuable things. As they with machine pretty badly.
Rolling A
hundreds of others were amid
the Bean are doing the repair work.

